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Campus Notes

Hard work transforms basement
of the fraternity's

Alumni donations and

a

little

elbow grease have helped the
Praters turn a basement wasteland
into space worth living in.

members.

The computer laboratory has been named in
honor of the late Dr. John L. Kemink '71. A member
of the fraternitywho was nationally known for his
work as a hearing specialist. Dr. Kemink was shot
and

killed on

Thursday,June

25,

1992.

Several Prater alumni contributed to
"We have much more room in the cottage and
much more useful space — and it7 s also the first time
that we'll have our own study lounge," said senior

Anthony Auriemma of
fraternity'svice president,

Hard work on the part of the Praters coupled with alumni donations transformed the fraternity house’s basement into a first-rate
computer laboratoryand study lounge. From left to right are junior
Andy Thompson of Lansing, Mich., and senior Anthony Auriemma
of Bensenville,III.

Bensenville, 111., the
who with senior Jeff

MacDoniels of Holland, Mich., led the project.
The work yielded a mini-laboratory
with three
new computers from one part of the basement,and
a study room from another.The improvements
included major work like adding an enlarged
sunken window and rerouting pipes, and aesthetic
enhancements like new drywall and carpeting, and
some coats of brightening white paint (applied by
the fraternity).

The cottage, located at College Avenue and 14th
Street, has eight residents, but the space is open to all

the

renovation.

In addition to thanking the alumni for their
support, Auriemma made a point of crediting
staff members Dr. Richard Frost, who is vice
president for student life and dean of students,
and Robert N. DeYoung '56, who is vice president
for college advancement, for their work with the
fraternity as it pursued the project. "Bob
DeYoung and Dean Richard Frost were key
supportersof it, and were two major reasons why
it

all

A

worked out,"

he said.

brief four months passed from initial concept to

completion, with construction running for about one

month and finishingin mid-January.The laboratory
was dedicated during the fraternity's Rush Literary
Meeting on Friday, Jan. 30.

“Quote, unquote”
Quote, unquote

is

an

sampling of
things said at and about
eclectic

Hope College.
Dr. Darlene Clark Mine, who is the John A.
Hannah DistinguishedProfessorof History at
Michigan State University presentedthe address
"Ordinary People Doing ExtraordinaryThings,"
during a service in Dimnent ManorialChapel
marking national Dr. Martin Luther King ]r. Day
on Monday, Jan. 19.
"The image of Rosa Parks sitting,tired,on
a bus in Montgomery, Alabama, is one that
touched hearts across the country. In her
pleasant, dignified face, Americans could
read the story of black women who had been
pushed around too much and pushed too far.
"But there was another story behind
Parks's decision to remain seated. It began,
officially,four days after the Brown v. Board of
Education decision, when Jo Ann Gibson

Robinson of Montgomery, Alabama's,
Women's PoliticalCouncil wrote a letter.The
letter in question was addressed to
Montgomery's mayor, W.A. Gayle, and in it
Robinson reiteratedthe complaintsof the
black community concerning conditions on
the city's buses.

"She wrote, 'Please consider this plea, for
even now plans are being made to ride less,
or not at all, on our buses.' In other words,
the Women's Political Council was prepared
to declare a boycott.
"On Montgomery's buses, black passengers were required to sit at the back, as they
were required in other cities in the South.
They were also often required to pay their
fare at the front of the bus, get off, and then
get back on through the rear door. In addition, they sometimeshad to stand while there
were empty seats in front area reserved for
whites. In the middle section,which was
supposedly open to anyone, black riders
were often rudely ordered to give up their
seats to white passengerswho were just
gettingon.

"A great many more black women than
men rode on the buses, and so they were subjected to these indignities more regularly.
"When Jo Ann Robinson became president
of the Women's Political Council, she made
bus desegregation its primary goal. In March
of 1955, a 15-year-old girl, Claudette Colvin,
was arrested for refusing to give up her seat
on the middle section of a bus. The WPC was
ready to declare the boycott, but they were
dissuaded by male civil rights leader E.D.
Nixon. He felt that Colvin,who was pregnant
at the time, would not be an appropriate
symbol around which to organize.
"It was not until December,however, that
Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat in the
unreserved section to a white man.
"Now, Rosa Parks had not planned the
protest, but she was prepared for it. She had
long been a civil rights activist,and, indeed,
had been present at the meetings when it was
decided not to mobilize around Colvin.
"Later, she said she had 'a life history of
being rebellious against being mistreated
because of my color/ and that she had finally
'been pushed as far as 1 could stand to be
pushed-.I had decided that I would have to
know once and for all what rights I had as a
human being and as a citizen...'
"When Wesley [D. Wesley Poythress,
director of multi-culturallife at Hope] and I
discussed the title of this presentation,I said
to him that I wanted to talk about ordinary
people doing extraordinary things. And I
wanted to underscore how important it is for
each and every one of us to see ourselves as
actors in the historical project. We are

making

we have the power to transform
this society — to change all of the hateful
'isms' that divide us.
"Each and every one of us should take it
upon him- and herself to learn as much
history as is possibleand to see yourselfas an
active agent for social change. You are
capable of making history,just as Martin
Luther King did, and all of the scores and
scores of ordinarypeople who gave their
lives to make possible the greatestfreedom
movement in the 20th century."
history, and

On the cover
The cover's main image juxtaposesthe books that have long been a library’s
mainstay with the computers that have found a new place in library life. Please see
page 20.

At top center, Dr. Francis

Fike, in his 30th and final year at the college, teaches

"Modern Britishand American

Poetry." Please see page seven.

At top right, senior Joel Holstege of Grandville, Mich., is at zvork during Hope's
championshipduel with VJisconsin-Platteville
on Saturday, March 21. He finished
the season with first team Division III All-Americanhonors. Please see pages 10-11
for coverage of the winter sports season.
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Campus Notes

Graduation
I

he 133rd

is

May

3

Commence-

ment ceremony

at

Hope

be held on Sunday,
May 3, and approximately
575 graduating seniors
will be participating.
will

This year's Commencement speaker
will be the Rev. Dr. Stephen BoumaPrediger '79, associate professor of
religion. The Baccalaureate sermon will
be delivered by Rev. Dr. Charles Van
Engen '70, who is the 1997-98 president
of the General Synod of the Reformed
Church in America and a member of the
facultyat Fuller Theological Seminary in
Pasadena, Calif. Dr. Van Engen's
daughter Anita is a member of the

Junior Ben Lappenga (center) of
Holland, Mich., appeared on the Hour of
Power as the first recipientof a new

scholarshipat Hope establishedin
honor of Arvella Schuller and the Rev.
Dr. Robert Schuller ’47.

TELEVISION APPEARANCE: Ben
Lappenga, a junior from Holland, Mich.,
was a guest of the Rev. Dr. Robert Schuller
'47 on the Hour of Power televisionprogram
on Sunday, March 22.
Lappenga and Eleonora (Nora) Maries
of Bucharest, Romania, who is a student at
Albion College, were featured as the first

graduating Class of '98.

CommencemenP will be held on
Sunday, May 3, at 3 p.m. in Holland
Municipal Stadium. Baccalaureate will
be held on Sunday, May 3, at 9:30 a.m.
and 11:30 a.m. in Dimnent Memorial
Chapel.

recipientsof scholarships started at each of

Biggs, an educator, entrepreneurand moti-

Dr. Bouma-Prediger has been a
member of the Hope faculty since 1994,
and has been an adjunct professor of
theology and ethics at Western

vator, and his wife, Ruth Ann. William
Biggs and Ruth Ann Biggs are graduates of

TheologicalSeminary since 1996. His
areas of specializationinclude the

and
wife Arvella of Orange, Calif. The

the colleges in honor of Dr. Schuller

his
scholarships were established by William

philosophy of religion and

Albion College. Robert Schuller is a Hope
graduate, and Arvella Schuller was a
member of Hope's Board of Trustees.
Hope presented Robert Schuller with an
honorary degree in 1973, and Arvella with

philosophical theology, philosophy and
theology of nature, ecologicalethics
Christian theology.

His book The Greening of Theology: The
Ecological Models of Rosemary Radford

one in 1992.

The scholarships honor Dr. Schuller for
having, with Arvella's support, a positive
influence as pastor of the Crystal
Cathedral,founder of the Hour of Power
and author of Move Ahead With Possibility
Thinking. They are designed to help
deserving students so that they can make
positive contributionsto the world, and
will be awarded annually.
The Hour of Power emanates from the
weekly worship services at the Crystal
Cathedral in Garden Grove, Calif. The
program is broadcast in 155 countries and
six languages.
Dr. Schuller is an ordained pastor of the
Reformed Church in America. His church.
Garden Grove Community Church, is a
congregationof the Reformed Church in
America, which is also the college'sparent
denomination.

SNOW

when El Nino, the
nation's weather bogeyman, brewed up a
blizzard that prompted Hope to cancel
evening courses.
The snowfall on Monday, March 9, was
steady and heavy — in other words, not
altogether atypical for early March. Hope
it

through the day, but with wind

gusts of 30-45 miles per hour predicted for

decided not to take any chances with
the evening.
The last storm to shut down classeswas
on Thursday, Jan. 16, 1997.
The irony of the March 9 snowfest was
later

NFHC

Ruether, Joseph Sittler, and Jurgen
Moltmann was publishedin 1995, and he
is co-author of the 1996 monograph
Assessing the Ark: A ChristianPerspective
on Species and the Endangered Species Act,
written with Virginia Vroblesky. He is
also the author of numerous scholarly

and reviews.
From 1990 to 1994, Dr. BoumaPredigerwas an assistant professor of
philosophyand chair of the department
at North Park College in Chicago, 111.
While he was at North Park College, The
Chicago Tribune named him to its 1994
"All Professor II" academic team, which
articles

April

1998

universities.
He was a member of the philosophy

faculty at North Park Theological
Seminary in Chicago from 1992 to 1994,
and at Fuller Theological Seminary in

He holds a master's degree in
philosophy from the Institutefor

Rethinking the Purpose of the Local Church
(1991), Mission-on-the-Way:Issues in

Christian Studies of Toronto in Ontario,
Canada, a master of divinity from Fuller
Theological Seminary, and a doctorate
from the University of Chicago.
His wife is Celaine Bouma-Prediger
'79. They have three children, Anna,
Chara and Sophia.
Dr. Van Engen is the Arthur F.
Glasser Professor of Biblical Theology
of Mission with the School of World
Mission at Fuller Theological Seminary.
He was elected vice presidentof the
RCA's General Synod in 1996, and

Mission Theology (1996)

president in 1997.

He has been on the faculty at Fuller
TheologicalSeminary since 1988, and
was appointed to his endowed chair in
1996. From 1985 to 1988, he was an
assistant professor of missiology at
Western Theological Seminary.
He was previouslya missionary for
the RCA for 12 years, from 1973 to 1975,

climbing into the low 50s.

retirement as professor emeritus in 1990.

Professor Rietberg was a

May of 1993.
member of the

Hope music faculty from 1954

until his

He

The

Hope College Alumni Association presentthree Meritorious Service Awards
during the college'sWinter Happening on

ed

Saturday, Feb.

7.

Those honored were Roger Rietberg '47,
professor emeritus of music, and retired
Hope presidentDr. Gordon Van Wylen
and his wife Dr. Margaret Van Wylen.
The MeritoriousService Award recog-

Hope and
its alumni through notable personal
service and long-time involvement with
the college. Hope presented its first

to 1972.

1993.

Meritorious Service Award in

MERITORIOUS SERVICE:

working with his wife, Jean, with the
National PresbyterianChurch of
Mexico in the state of Chiapas. He was
a youth pastor in California from 1971
Dr. Van Engen is the author or
co-author of more than 20 books,
including God's Missionary People:

that February had been one of the mildest
on record, with only a trace snowfallthe
entire month, and temperaturessometimes

SURPRISE: Spring was

within shouting distance

made

and

recognized50 outstandingfaculty from
smaller Chicago-areacolleges and

directed the college's Chapel Choir
during his final 15 years on the faculty,
succeeding long-time director Robert W.
Cavanaugh upon his retirement in 1975.
Drs. Gordon and Margaret Van Wylen
were president and first lady of Hope
College from 1972 until their retirement in
1987. They have stayed active in college
functions in the years since, in addition to
playing active roles in the Holland, Mich.,

community.

nizes a person's contributions to

WINNING DELEGATION:
10th year in a row,

won

and

the

forthcoming Face to Face in Christian

Mission: Reflections on

Missiological
Praxis in the 21st Century. During the
past 20 years, he has preached, taught
and spoken on mission extensively in

Mexico and elsewhere in

Latin
America, Asia and the United States.
He holds a master of divinity from
Fuller TheologicalSeminary, and
master's and doctoral degrees from the
Free Universityof Amsterdam in the
Netherlands.
Dr. Van Engen's wife is Jean Taylor
'70 Van Engen. In addition to Anita,
they have two other children, Amelia
and Andrew.
In the event of rain.

Commencement

be held at

the Holland Civic
Center. Admission to Baccalaureate,
and by Commencement if indoors, is by
will

ticket only,

Midwest Model League of Arab

States,

held this year on Thursday-Saturday,Feb.
26-28, at Grand Valley State University.
The 11 participatingHope students por-

trayed two delegations during the event:
Algeria and Iraq. The group portraying
Algeria won "Best Delegation" honors,
and six of the students received individual
honors.
The purpose of the model is to introduce students to the Arab world, to
highlight the important issues in the
region, and to generate understanding
about the patterns of cooperation and conflict within the Arab world and with the
internationalcommunity.

For the

Hope students have

"Best Delegation"honors during the

(See “Campus Notes” on page

five.)

Academic Calendar
Spring Semester'98
April 10, Friday — Good Friday. Classes not

in session,

but

not an officialholiday

April 23, Thursday— Honors Convocation, Dimnent
Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
April 24, Friday — Spring Festival; classes dismissed at 1 p.m.
April 27-May 1, Monday-Friday— Semester examinations

May

1, Friday— Residence halls close for those not participating in Commencement,5 p.m.
May 2, Saturday — Alumni Day
May 3, Sunday — Baccalaureate and Commencement
May 3, Sunday— Residence halls close for graduating

seniors, 7 p.m.

'98— May 4-22
June Term '98 — May 26- June 12
Summer Session '98 — June 15 - July 24
Summer Seminars '98 — July 27-31

May Term

Admissions
Campus

Visits: The Admissions Office is open from 8 a.m.
weekdays,and from 9 a.m. until noon on Saturdays.
Tours and admissionsinterviews are available during the
summer as well as the school year. Appointments are recto 5 p.m.

ommended.
Junior Days: Friday,April 3; Wednesday, April 8
Senior Day: Saturday, April 18
(for admitted students)
Pre-Professional Day: Wednesday, May 6

Aerial Dance Theater, an affiliate of the college’s department of dance, will perform at the Knickerbocker Theatre on
Friday-Saturday,May 15-16. Pictured is “Private Treasures” by Judith Brooky Green, featuring (from left to right)
Jennifer Mancini ’97 of Chicago, III.; Ellen Tomer ’97 of Holland, Mich.; and senior Lara Bremer of Grand Rapids, Mich.

For further informationabout any Admissions Office event, please
call

(616) 395-7850, or toll free 1-800-968-7850 or write: Hope

College Admissions Office; 69 E. 10th St.;

PO

Box 9000; Holland,

Dance
Spring Student Dance Concert — Monday-Tuesday,April
20-21
Knickerbocker Theatre, 8 p.m.

Admission is

free.

Aerial Dance Theater— Friday-Saturday, May 15-16
Knickerbocker Theatre, 8 p.m.
The concert will featurethe premiere of "Interview With

"Senior Show" — Saturday, April 4-Sunday,May 3
Works by graduating seniors.
"Tulip Mania" — Monday, May 11-Monday, June 15
Scheduled in conjunction with Tulip Time. Works in a
variety of media featuring tulips, from the collectionof
Cees and Lennie Noordermeer of Hillegom, the
Netherlands.
is open Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
and Saturday and Sunday from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Admission is free.

The gallery

A

an

originally scored and choreographed
dance-theater work for five to six performers with child
guest performers. Admission is $5 for regular adult admission and children over 12, and $4 for senior citizens and
students. Admission is free for all children under 12.
Child/'

Theatre

De Free Gallery

MI; 49422-9000.

Music
Senior Recital— Monday, April 13: Miriam Garcellano of
Canton, Mich., French horn, Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8
p.m. Admission is free.
Opera Workshop Demonstration Evening — Tuesday, April
14: Snow Auditorium of Nykerk Hall of Music, 8p.m.
Admission is free.
Senior Recital — Wednesday, April 15: Robert Abbott of
Grand Blanc, Mich., organist,Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8
p.m. Admission is free.
Artist Piano Series— Thursday, April 16: Lori Sims,
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m. Tickets will be available
at the door, and cost $5 for regular adult admissionand $3
for senior citizens. Admission is free for Hope students with
Great Performance Series — Saturday, April 18: Mike Stern
Band, featuring Lincoln Goines, Richie Morales and Bob
Malach, Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m. Tickets are $10.50
for senior citizens, $12.50 for other adults and $6.50 for students. For additional information, call (616) 395-6996.
Jazz Ensemble I— Saturday, April 18: Black River Bistro, 13
W. Seventh St., Holland, Mich., 9 p.m. Admission is free.
Orchestra Concert— Tuesday, April 21: Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 8 p.m. Admission is free.
Student Recital— Thursday,April 23: Wichers Auditorium
of Nykerk Hall of Music, 11 a.m. Admission is free.
Mozart's Requiem: Combined Choirs and Orchestra
Saturday, April 25: Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.

—

Admission is free.
Tom Donia '71 Memorial Organ Recital — Thursday,April
30: with Stewart Wayne Foster, Dimnent Memorial Chapel,
7:30 p.m. Admission is free.
Faculty Jazz Quintet — Saturday, May 2: Black River Bistro,
13 W. Seventh St., Holland, Mich., 9 p.m. Admission is free.

Sisters

— Thursday-Saturday,
April 16-18;

Friday-Saturday, April 24-25
By Anton Chekhov
Directed by John Tammi
DeWitt Center, main theatre, 8 p.m.
Tickets for Hope College Theatre productionsare $7 for regular
adult admission,$5 for Hope faculty and staff, and $4 for senior
citizens and students. The ticket office opens approximately two
weeks prior to performances. Its hours are: Monday-Friday,10
a.m- 5 p.m.; Saturday, noon-5 p.m. The officemay be called at
(616) 395-7890.

Alumni & Friends
TraditionalEvents

RegionalEvents
Rochester Hills, Mich. — Saturday, April 11
At Meadowbrook Hall. A luncheonat 12:30 p.m. with a
tour of the home and featuring Dr. Harvey and Marlene
Blankespoor discussing their year in China.
Indianapolis, Ind. — Sunday, May 17
A 1 p.m. reception followed by a 2 p.m. matinee performance of Peter Pan starringtwo-time Olympic gymnast
Cathy Rigby at Butler University'sClowes Hall.
Alumni Weekend — Friday-Sunday,May 1-3
Includes reunions for every fifth class from '33 through '78.

Includes reunions for the Classes of

'83,

'88

Soccer

and

'93.

For additional informationconcerning alumni events, please call
the Office of Public and

Alumni Relations

Honors Convocation — Thursday, April 23, 8 p.m.
Dimnent Memorial Chapel
Baccalaureate and Commencement — Sunday, May 3
Pull tug-of-war — ^Saturday, Oct. 3
Critical Issues Symposium — Tuesday-Wednesday, Oct. 6-7;
topic: faith and feminism
Nykerk Cup competition — Saturday, Nov. 7
Christmas Vespers — Saturday-Sunday,Dec. 5-6

Summer Sports Camps

Holland Golf Outing — Monday, July 13
Community Day '98 — Saturday, Sept. 26
Homecoming '98 — Friday-Sunday,Oct. 9-11

at (616) 395-7860.

Hope Summer Repertory Theatre

a current ID.

The Three

Camps

Day Camp — two camps: June 15-19; 22-26 (ages 6-8; 9-14)
Elite Camps — two camps: July 5-10; 12-17 (ages 12-18)
Girls Basketball Camps
Entering grades six-eight:July 27-31, 1M:30 p.m.
Entering grades nine-12: July 27-31, 8-11:30 a.m.
Body trainingfor basketball (enteringgrades six-12):July
27-31, 11:45 a.m.-12:15 p.m.

27th season opens on Friday,June 19
DeWitt Center main theatre:
Rodgers and Hammerstein'sCinderella

Opening show
The Odd Couple
Featuring David Colacci and James Saba ("Billy Bishop
meets The Nerd")

Having Our Say: The Delany Sisters' First 100 Years
By Emily Mann, adapted from the popular book of the
same title by Sarah L. and A. Elizabeth Delany
Johnny

A

Pye

family musical by Mark St. Germain and Randy

Courts, based on a short story by Stephen Vincent Benet

Bonus shows:
The Compleat Wks
A Cabaret Show

of

Willm Shkspr (Abridged)

For additional information, please call the theatre ticket office on or
after its

May

27 opening date.

Boys Basketball Hoops

Camps

Entering grades four-six: July 6-10
Entering grades seven-nine: July 13-17
Hope College Great Lakes Team Camp
Varsity Session I: June 21-24
JV Session: June 25-27
Varsity Session II: June 28-July 1
Hope College Football Camps
(enteringgrades nine-12)
Linemen'sCamp: July 26-28
Skilled PositionCamp: July 26-28
Additionalinformationabout the above programs may be obtained
by calling Joyce Otto at (616) 395-7690.

Instant Information
Updates on events, news and athleticsat Hope
obtained 24 hours a day by calling (616) 395-7888.

NFHC
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Campus Notes
(Continued from page three.)

RepresentingAlgeria were: Palesa
Mazamisa, a junior from South Africa;
Aurora O'Brate, a senior from Spain; Jacob
Sitati,a freshman from Kenya; James Sitati,
a sophomore from Kenya; and Mlungisi
Sisulu, a senior from Kenya.
Representing Iraq were: Nasser
Al-Faqih, a senior from Palestine; Noah
Dale, a junior from Montpelier, Vt;
Matthew Kuiper, a senior from Lansing;
Carrie Tennant, a senior from Pinckney,
Mich.; Eric Vogel, a junior from Orange
City, Iowa; and Ghadeer Yaser, a freshman
from Palestine.

YOUNG

VOICES: More than

25

Holland-area children ages four to nine participated in the creationof the sound design

With A Child," an originally
scored and choreographed dance-theater
work from Aerial Dance Theater with child
for "Interview

guest performers.

The childrentook turns in December
having their comments recordedon topics
such as "Why do the seasons change?"
"The children were selectedfor

their sin-

gular vocal qualitiesand uncommon
perceptions of the world around them," said
Linda Graham, who

is

an associateprofessor

of dance and co-artistic director of Aerial
Dance Theater, which is an affiliate of the

departmentof dance. "Their responses will
comprise the source material for the creation
of the sound score."

To bring her idea

to the stage. Professor

Graham

received a CreativeArtist Grant
from ArtServe, an agency of the Michigan
Council for Arts and Cultural Affairs. The
grant of $3,795 was the first awarded to a
dance artist in the Holland area.
Professor Graham is excited about both
the creative process and the productionof
"Interview."
"In listeningto what a child has to say,

adults can gain a new, refreshingand
sometimes painfully sobering understand-

ing of our shared world," she

said.

"Childrencall it as they see it; they do not
freely recognize or affirm the delusions
adults carefully develop and politely
sustain."

"Children can also bring into focus the
amazing distinctiveness of the ordinary,"
ProfessorGraham said. "By presenting
their child's-eye view, they appeal to the
child-of-discovery within us

all

and,

if

we

allow, that elusive 'child' can emerge."
at

"Interview With A Child" will premiere
as part of Aerial Dance Theater's

Hope

spring season on Friday and Saturday,
May 15-16, although it will be previewed
on May 9-10 at Dance Gallery in Ann
Arbor.

Hope
Hope

is

the

joins tuition plan

first

Michigan institution to
join a

growing coalition of

private colleges and
universities creating a

prepaid tuition program
designed to allow families
to cover tomorrow’s
tuition at today’s cost.
Although still in the planning stages
and awaiting final federal approval, the

program would
that

would pay

offer $1,000 certificates

a percentage of the future

tuition at any of the collegesand universities participating in the consortium,

named 'Tuition Plan Inc." Families could

even purchase enough

certificatesto
cover 100 percent of the cost of four years
at any of the participatinginstitutions.

"With this plan, the certificates will
purchasefuture tuition benefitsat any of
the participating institutions,and the
decision as to what institutionto attend
does not have to be made until the
student

is

of coUege age," said William K.

Hope is a member of a national prepaid tuition consortium that
has 33 members thus far and is growing rapidly.The plan’s
benefits would apply to any of the member institutions.
Hendrix College
Hollins College

Austin College

Birmingham-Southern
College
Catawba College
Centenary College

Hope College
Juniata College
Loyola University
Millsaps College

DePauw University

Anderson, vice presidentfor business
and finance at Hope. "There are presently 33 colleges in the consortiumand the
number is growing rapidly."
'This program will be ideal for grandparents and others who may want to give
the gift of education because they needn't
wait until the child starts college," he

money managers

said.

investments.

The consortiumbegan with a group of
schools in the south and has since
expanded nationwide. Members so far
range from DePauw University in
Greencastle, Ind., to Emory University in
Atlanta, Ga., to Rice University in
Houston, Texas,
Vanderbilt
University in Nashville, Tenn.
According to Anderson, the advan-

Although it's too early to guarantee
specifics, according to Anderson the

to

tage for families is that if the goal is to
save for college tuition, they are likely to
experience a higher "investmentreturn"

by

participating in the

investing

in

program than

traditionalinvestment

plans. The

colleges and universities,
conversely, are gambling that the earnings on the certificateswill outpace

future tuition increases because the
funds will be investedby professional

Emory University
Furman University
Goucher College
Grove City College
GuilfordCollege

Randolph-Macon College

Randolph-Macon
Women’s College
Rhodes College
Rice University
Samford University

Hampden-Sydney
similar to

endowment

program would work something

like

this: a $1,000 certificate purchased in
1999, for example, might be guaranteed
to cover seven percent of a year's tuition

at "College

A" and 15

percent at

"College X." Schools would commit in
advance to the percentage of their costs
to be covered by each certificate, thereby

allowing families to

know how many

certificates they would need to buy to
guarantee total tuition at any given

school.

'The per-sharepricing method, with
certificatematurity dates based on a
child's age at the time of purchase,is
key since private college tuition varies

dramatically

around the

country,"

Southern Methodist
University
SouthwesternUniversity
Texas ChristianUniversity
Trinity University
Universityof Denver
Universityof Puget Sound
Universityof Richmond
Universityof the South
Universityof Tulsa
VanderbiltUniversity
Wofford College

Anderson said. "Initial consortiumprojections suggest that future guaranteed
tuition, room and board could be purchased for an eight-year-old for about
75 percent of today's costs."

Unlike many state-sponsoredplans,
which accordingto Anderson are more
rigid in design and investmentoptions,
the private colleges'program would be
transferable among schools in different
states.

Anderson noted

Congress needs
exempts families
from taxation on the growth of their
investment in private plans before the
program can become a reality. A bill has
recently been introduced in the House
that would exempt prepaid private
tuition from federal income tax. It is
hoped that the program could be marthat

to enact legislation that

keted to familiesby next year.

ACTIVITIES HONORED: Hope
has again won regional and national recognition from the National Associationof

Campus

Activities

(NACA)

for student

activities planning.

The Social ActivitiesCommittee (SAC)
was named an "OutstandingProgramming
Board" for 1997 in the NACA's Great Lakes
Region during the region's fall conference,
held in Toledo, Ohio, on Oct. 30-Nov. 2.
SAC also earned four graphic awards for

student-designedpublicity materials
during the regional conference.
In addition, Hope won two second-place
awards for event publicityon Saturday, Feb.
14, during the national

NACA

in Indianapolis,Ind.
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meeting, held

The

NACA

Great Lakes Region includes

universities from Kentucky,
Michigan,Ohio, western Pennsylvaniaand
colleges

Matthew

Faculty Kudos

and

West Virginia. SAC and the University of
Akron's Residence Hall Program Board
were named co-recipients of the
"OutstandingProgrammingBoard" honor,
chosen by entertainers and agents with
whom the participating NACA-member
schools work.
SAC programs social activitiesof an
all-campus nature. Examples include a
film series, and specialevents such as visits

Jane Dickie and Barbara Skidmore '70

Mezeske have been named

recipients of

college's "Provost's Award for
Excellence in Teaching."
The awards were announced during the
college's annual Faculty Recognition
Luncheon,held on Monday, Jan. 5. Dr. Dickie
is a professor of psychologyand directorof
women's studies; Professor Mezeske is an
adjunct assistantprofessor of English and

the

All-CollegeSing and a year-end spring

directorof the college's "English 113" introductory expository writing program.
It is the third year that Hope has present-

festival.

ed the awards.

by comedians.Siblings' Weekend,

the

Elrod, assistant professorof

chemistry, has received a "CottrellCollege
Science Award" from Research Corporation
in support of his on-going research on

ozone

depletion.

Accordingto Dr. Elrod, the precise nature
of the chemicalreactions leading to ozone
depletion is not yet fully understood. One
challenge,he noted, is that about 400 different chemical reactions are occurring in the

atmospheresimultaneously.
He explained that to understand how they
and eventually lead to depletion

interrelate

of the ozone layer, the reactions must be

(See “Campus Notes” on page

six.)

Campus Notes
(Continued from page

five.)

studied one at a time. The individual results
can then be compiledand examined together,

such as through computer modeling.
Dr. Elrod

is

work

Search committee begins

using the $32,900 grant from

Research Corporationto study a particular
class of reactions involving the methyl

peroxy radical molecule which are suspected to lead to ozone depletion.

James Gentile has been appointed

to

the Committee on Undergraduate Science

Education (CUSE), a standing committee
of the Center for Science, Mathematics,and
Engineering Education at the National
ResearchCouncil in Washington, D.C.
Dr. Gentile is the dean for the natural
sciences and the Kenneth G. Herrick
Professor of Biology at Hope. His term on
the committee began on January 1 and will
continue through Dec. 31, 2000.
For the next several years, CUSE will
focus its attention on more effective preparation in science for undergraduates who
will go on to careers as K-12 teachers;
developing protocols and tools for more
effectiveevaluation of undergraduate
teaching by faculty in the nation's colleges

he college’s presidential search committee is
looking near and far in its
quest to identify Hope’s
I

next president.
"We want the outstandingindividual,"
said Joel Bouwens '74 of Zeeland, Mich.,
who is a member of the Board of Trustees
and the committee's chair. "As a committee we're putting the most significant
energy into trying to attractthe broadest
possible input for applicationsand nominaAccording to Bouwens, the committee is
hoping to have a solid collection of applications by the end of August. Review of the
candidates and interviews with the top contenders will take place during the fall, with
the field narrowed to one top recommendation by the time the Board of Trustees meets

assume

ing science education.

President Dr. John H. Jacobson retires.

in January of 1999.

new

Tire goal is to have the

office on July 1, 1999, the

president

day

after

vision for

Hope

and the

ates,

College and its gradu-

ability to elicit change

by

excitingothers."

of Hope's mission is. The committee is
consideringthree key attributes,as outlined by the Board of Trustees in January:

The search committee has 10 members,
including a student, two alumni, two
members of the faculty, two members of

• The next president of Hope College must
be an individual of wisdom and integrity
whose life and work reveal a commitment to followingJesus Christ. This

the administrative staff and three Trustees.

•

tions."

and universities;increasing scientific literacy for all undergraduate students in the
U.S.; and other projects related to improv-

Jack Holmes, professor of

Bouwens noted that while a close past
relationship with Hope College isn't a
prerequisite for the office, an appreciation

as executive secretary.

individual should also be committed to
retaining and advancing the Christian

In the coming months, the search will
take a variety of forms. Advertisements

character of Hope College.
The successful candidate must have a
passion for academic excellence.This
individual shall have a deep understanding of scholarship,research and teaching.

will be placed in publications such as The
Church Herald and The Chronicle of Higher
Education.Appeals for nominees will be

This individual should also be capable of
raisingthe excellentacademic reputation

Hope College to the next level.
The successfulcandidate must be
of

•

In addition. Dr. Elton Bruins '50, director
of the A.C. Van Raalte Institute, is serving

a

broad understanding of the world's events and
cultures. The individual shall have a
demonstrated ability in leading an organization which effectivelycarriesout its
mission. This individual shall have a
visionary individual with

a

groups such as RCA pastors, the
MIAA and GLCA schools,
and alumni in higher education.
Readers of news front Hope College with
thoughts concerning likely candidates
are encouraged to contact the committee
at: Elton J. Bruins, Executive Secretary;
PresidentialSearch Committee; Hope
College; P.O. Box 9000; Holland, MI
49422-9000. Additional information
appears in the related advertisement on
page 15.

made

to

presidents of

political

science,presentedhis paper, "U.S. Foreign

Policy Long Cycles: What they might
mean for world long cycles," at the 1998

annual meeting of the

International

Studies Associationon Thursday, March
19, in Minneapolis,Minn.
The research was prepared with the
help of several students. Major roles were
played by senior Kevin Joldersma of
Hillsdale, Mich., and freshman Aaron
Keck of Lansing, Mich. Other students
helping with the project included freshman Joel Neckers of Grand Rapids, Mich.;
freshman Seth Parker of Rockford, Mich.;
senior Brittan Strangways of Jenison,
Mich.; senior Mike Thelen of Mason,
Mich.; and junior Mike Zolnierowicz of
Downers Grove, 111.
The paper concludesthat American and
world long cycles work togetherin discernible ways and that the American data
adds important information on societal
consensus to the mix. According to Dr.
Holmes, American experiencesare especially importantbecause the modern world
makes it much more importantfor government to pay attention to the thinkingof

Program earns
Joseph MacDoniels,
professor of communication, has received a
citation of appreciation
from the National

Communication
The "PresidentialCitation" was presented by Dr. Judith Trent, the NCA's 1997
president,on Saturday, Nov. 22, during the
association's annual convention,held in
Chicago, 111. The citationrecognizedDr.
MacDonielsand colleague Dr. Roger Smitter
of North Central College in Naperville, 111.,
for a faculty development program they
coordinate at Hope each summer.

“We wanted
Rhetoricof Vision.
It was the second time they received
such recognition as co-editors.Six years
previously, their book Word and Story in
C.S. Lewis was selected for the same prize.
The Mythopoeic Society is a nonprofit
educational and literaryorganization
based in Los Angeles devoted to the study
of the works of J.R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis
and Charles Williams,and the genres of
myth and fantasy which they helped
shape.

(See “Campus Notes” on page

14.)

Development: Communication Theory,
Research and Pedagogy Conference"annu-

and

ally hosts about 40 faculty from colleges

universities across the country. Its goal is to

enhance undergraduate communication
education by providing instructors with
insights into their field.

"The

intention of the

program

is to

provide a setting where facultycan explore

their people.

Charles A. Huttar and Peter J. Schakel
received the Mythopoeic Society's 1997
Scholarship Award for the book The

beginning last summer.
The one-week "Institute for Faculty

new

Association (NCA).

citation

a

way

to

provide

for faculty

members

to learn

what’s going on
curricular areas

in

their

— to

understand current
theory — so that they’re
not ‘textbook teaching,’ ”

current research

and

theory and teaching

strategiesin the core areas of our field of
study and the emerging areas of our field of
study," Dr. MacDoniels said.
Drs. MacDoniels and Smitter established
the

program in

1985, seeking to address

issues that would be meaningfulto
munication faculty

all

com-

who were working with

undergraduatestudents, whether at small
schools or large. That general philosophy
remains in place, although its execution has
changed.
The program spent its first two years
having its participantsdebate and select the
core areas of communication that ought to
be studied by all undergraduatecommuni-

Joseph MacDoniels

Dr.

has "served as a model for about 30 programs across the country."
The program changed its emphasis in
1988, when after a one-yearhiatus it began
bringing in experts at the forefront of the

cation students,regardlessof the size of the
school involved. They settled on six: inter-

core areas, to provide insights into

personal communication, public speaking,

"We wanted to provide a way for faculty
members to learn what's going on in their

small group communication,mass
nication,

commu-

communicationtheory and

capstone course.
The exercise included designinga

a

cutting-edge research for those attending.

curricular areas — to understand current
theory

full,

— so

that they're not 'textbook teach-

ing,"' said Dr.

MacDoniels,who

feels that

24-course communication curriculum for a

textbooks should instead complement the
instructor's expertise.

ment, the associationofferedto help sponsor

hypothetical"Blank-CheckCollege," a
2,000-studentschool with four full-time
communication faculty.The process was so
successful,Dr. MacDoniels noted, that the

the successful,long-runningprogram

resulting plan for the hypothetical college

the field.

The award represents a second round of
recognition from the NCA. Interested in
expanding its own

role in faculty develop-

Topics can range from general issues like

freedom of speech, to new theories, to how
new developmentsin technology will affect

^
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By Greg Olgers ’87

Asking questions with meaning
Union
became

in 1954, Dr. Fike earned an M.Div. at

In Goethe’s Faust, the
title character

Theological Seminary in 1957, and

bemoans

having “two souls”

—

opposing and incompatible
qualities of spirit and mind.
In the late 1960s, as a gifted young poet
and scholar of Victorian literaturewhose

trainingalso included

a

master's of divinity.

Dr. Francis Fike wanted to find a place in
the academy
same way.

that

wouldn't view him

in the

He was convinced that faith and
meaningful intellectual inquiry could
operate in tandem, each informing the other
to the

advantage of both.

only he could

If

find a college or university that agreed.

Thank goodness for Newsweek.
Some years earlier, the magazine had
run a story about a Chicago Tribune survey
that named Hope one of the nation's top 10
co-educationalcolleges. As a graduate
student with an eye toward the job search
that he'd one day be conducting, Dr. Fike
had retained the article, putting its
institutionson a "short list" of places that
interested him. It was the first time he'd
ever heard of Hope College.
The survey had praised its choices for
the quality of their faculty, students,
physical plant, research and ethos as
communities of scholars.Those were
importantconsiderations,but Dr. Fike was
also drawn to something more.
"My interest was in another aspect of the
place — namely its relationshipto the
Reformed Church," he said. "It looked
attractiveto

me

to

come

to a place

where

one could have theological ideas without
being thought subversiveor something
unlike at the secular universitiesI'd been
in — to be able to bring up topics in class or
talk about them without feeling I was

—

entering foreign territory."
After completing his bachelor's degree
with a major in English at Duke University

r

ordained as a minister in the Methodist
Church.
Retaining an early interest in writing and
literature, however, he subsequently
applied for and received a Creative Writing

Fellowship in Poetry from Stanford
University, which supported him as he
completed a one-year master's program in
1958. He went on to earn his doctorate from
Stanford in 1964, and held teaching
appointmentsat both Stanford and Cornell
University before coming to Hope in 1968.
His training and experiences at Stanford
led him away from the pulpit for which
seminary had prepared him, but not from
the calling that had guided him to seminary
in the first place. In the classroom,he
believed, he could

still

influence lives.

"If there is a ministry of the laity, maybe

there is also a laity of the ministry,"he said.
"In other words, you. don't have to be a
a minister. You can work in the
world and minister that way."
"When I started to teach, I discovered
that I had a vocation for it, and I decided,
'This is what I want to do. This is what I
want my ministry to be,"' he said.

pastor to be

Dr. Pike's experience of Hope
his expectations.He's enjoyed

matched
working

with students who are serious about
learning. He's appreciated interdepartment collegialitythat, for example,
brings together faculty from all academic
divisions— the arts, humanities, natural and
physical sciences, and social sciences — in
reading and discussing selected texts.

And

in his 30 years at

Hope, he's found a

variety of ways to serve.

He helped develop the college's"Senior
Seminar" program, "capstone" courses that
prompt Hope's seniors to consider their
values and the meaning of their education
as they anticipatepost-college life. Himself
a member of Phi Beta Kappa, he was a

founding member of Hope's

chapter,

He has had

articles,

poems

in publications ranging from

or reviews

Audubon to

Dragonfly: East/WestHaiku Quarterly to
is the author of three
books of poetry: Underbrush(1986),In the
Same Rivers (1989) and After the Serpent's
Word (1997).
Reformed Review. He

chartered in 1971.

He's been Hope's "Campus

To a Small Child

Representative" to Christian Scholar's
Review for several years, and has been
poetry editor of Perspectives:A journal of
Reformed Thought since January of 1995.
For more than a quarter century, he had
a hand in honoring hundreds of the

(from After the Serpent’s Word )
No longer

When

Hope’s blend of academic inquiry and faith perspective appeal to Dr. Francis Fike,
is completing his 30th year on the English faculty. He will retire this May.

who

fragile as you

first you

were

made the port of birth,

You render purpose when you

Seem more

of

Here

mind and

stir,

less of earth.

We

for a while our earnest care

college's top graduates, albeit

offer with our trepidation,

Knowing

that,

however you

We’ve done our best

anonymously. An amateur calligrapher,
he penned the assorted "laude"
designationson graduating seniors'

fare,

in your creation.

We’ll loose you into another world

diplomas from around 1969 through 1994
(the process is now automated, a bow by

Out of our own scarred mind or heart,

Dangerous, fallen, unserene,

the Registrar's Office to the larger size of

And from

In

May you forgive what scars we

The best

it all

in

make

wisdom take

of our parental art

which

all

the classes Hope

hateful missiles hurled

Cannot be thwarted or foreseen

—

is

graduating).

He's even returned to the pulpit on a
few occasions, at Hope Church, an RCA
congregationin Holland,where he's been

have enhanced the
department.
"He's well-readin theology, he thinks
deeply about things, and always brings
that to bear on issues," Dr. Schakel said.
"He's written on the area of religion and
literature, and taught a senior seminar in it.
And that's been a great value to the
department — to have someone with that
kind of dual interestin the department as
scholarship

part of the faculty."

"He's a very good writer and a very
good critic,"Dr. Schakel said. "He was one

of those who set the tone for

To build your being and your story

Loose you with a repeated prayer
That you will be guarded, guided

an active member for 30 years.
Longtime colleagueDr. Peter Schakel,

he'd like to see go along with

Beyond conditioning and

Winning both just respect and glory

By powers to which you are heir

who

write, prose

By what you honor and create.

And

fate,

in

whose word we have confided.

£

is the Peter C.

1998

and
and poetry both. And no

Professor of English and' currently chair

doubt,

he's left Hope, the same broader questions
that helped lead him to the college in the

for the

April

it...

Finally, he plans to continue to read

of the department, joined the faculty just

He praised Dr. Fike
his blending of faith and

a year after Dr. Fike.

NFHC

and Emajean Cook

the

department to become a department in
which publishing is an important activity."
Dr. Fike has a busy retirement planned.
He will continue his work with Perspectives
and as a calligrapher. He plans to learn to
play the piano and guitar — an interest that
life's busyness has heretofore compelled
him to put off. There's also the genealogical
research he'd like to do, and the
travel — including to ancestral homelands
like England, Germany and Ireland — that

way

he'll still be exploring, well after

first place, uk

Faculty

Kudos

Two

professors honored for teaching

Social

work

project is innovative
from a social work perspective, as well as a
one-page position statement summarizing their

it

Dr. Deborah Weiss ’75
Sturtevant, associate professor of
sociology and social work, has
received a national award for

paper. The students then submit their work to state
or agency officialsin the hope of influencingthe

undergraduate teaching from the
“National Committee for
Educating Students to Influence
State Policy and Legislation.”

students familiar

Dr. Sturtevantwas honored for her work with
students preparing to earn a bachelor's degree in
social work. The committee also honored faculty
members working with students at the master7 s and
doctoral levels, and one student at each of the three
levels.

All full-time or adjunct faculty in accredited or
in-candidacy social work programs in the United
States, and all full-time or part-time social work
students in such programs, were eligible to
participate in the national competition.The awards
were presented on Saturday, March 7, during the
national annual meeting of the Council on Social
Work Education in Orlando, Fla.
Dr. Sturtevant was honored for a project she
assigns students who are enrolled in her junior-level
"Social Policy" class. Each year, she identifiesan
issue of social policy currently being reviewed at the
state level. Every student is then directed to
a

dimension of

the issue and write a

choose
paper analyzing

policy accordingly.
The goal. Dr. Sturtevantsaid, is to

make

and comfortable with

the
the

policy-making process as early in their social work
careers as possible. "1 have the strong belief that the
earliersocial workers engage in the policy process,
the more likely they are to continueto influence the
process throughout their career," she said.
Dr. Sturtevant has assigned the project since
joining the Hope faculty in 1988. Topics have
ranged from social work licensure, to assisted
suicide, to homelessness,to health care reform, to
this year's focus on the implementation of welfare
reform.
This is the third year that she's made submitting
the final paper to policy makers a part of the
assignment. Although she notes that students
sometimes find the idea of writing to state legislators
or even the governor a bit daunting,the experience
is

invaluable.
"It demystifies the policy process," Dr. Sturtevant

said.

"They need to know that part of their role as a
worker is to influence policy on behalf of their
client or the agency that they serve," she said.
"Through this project, they see how government
social

works and that they do have a voice

in

government." vk

Efforts are far-reaching
that, because the other areas —

Dr. Kathy Winnett-Murray,
associate professor of
biology, has been named
the “Michigan College

Science Teacher of the
Year” by the Michigan
Science Teachers
Association (MSTA).
She received her award on Friday, Feb.
20, during the MSTA's 45 th annual
ConferenceBanquet in Detroit, Mich.
The MSTA is a state unit of the National
Science Teachers Association (NSTA), which
seeks to improve and make relevant science
instructionat

all

educational institutions.

Dr. Winnett-Murray was nominated for

the award

by Hope

ChristopherBarney, who is a professor of
biology and chair of the department. He
complimented her for her commitment to
improving science education at not only
Hope, but elsewhere as well.
"Kathy is an outstandingteacher at the
college level. However, she is not content
just to have a positiveimpact on her students
at

Hope," he said. "Her

interest in science

education has led her to reach out to other
college teachers,to elementary teachers and
to parents in general."

8

Dr. Kathy

Winnett-Murray

colleague Dr.
Dr. Winnett-Murray,in turn, praised the
college for valuing her commitment to
exploring ways to enhance science education. At many institutions, she said,

emphasis is placed on the ability to obtain
research grants and generate scholarly
publications,to the exclusion of other
interests. While she has stayed active in
research, she's also had the chance to do
more.
"It's no coincidence I've been able to do

working

ed summer

institutes, co-led

by

Dr.

with elementary teachers and curriculum
development — are valued here," she said.
"1 know that there are other institutions
where your colleagues wouldn't value
these things highly enough to nominate
you in the first place."

Winnett-Murrayand Van Genderen, for
local teachers in the summers of 1994 and

Dr. Winnett-Murray has been a
member of the Hope faculty since 1986.

continue to integrate its concepts into their
lesson planning. She and Van Genderen
have also made presentations about the

Her courses in recent years have included
"Vertebrate Zoology," "Animal Behavior,"
"Principles of Ecology," "Schoolyard
Ecology" and "Principles of Biology
Laboratory."She was also co-coordinator
of the college's introductory biology laboratoriesfrom 1995 to 1997.
She and her husband. Dr. K. Gregory
Murray, who is also an associate professor
of biology at Hope, are specialists in tropical ecology. They involve Hope students
in their research both on-campus and in
Costa Rica, where they have conducted

1996.

Although the NSF program has since
ended. Dr. Winnett-Murray continues to
work with many of the participantsas they

projectat professionalmeetings at the local,
state and national level.

Beyond her work with SYEFEST, Dr.
Winnett-Murray has made numerous
science-related presentations, which she
terms "guest experiments," at area schools.
Each year, she also supervises a local high
school student intern who works with her on
her research.
In addition to the

MSTA and NSTA, she
member of several professional organizations, including the American
is

a

research since the early 1980s, living and
working at the Monteverde Cloud Forest

Ornithologists' Union, the Sigma Xi scientific research society and the Organization

during the summers.
Along with Gail Van Genderen '88, at
the time a teacher in West Ottawa in
Holland, Mich., she establisheda local
edition of "SYEFEST: Schoolyard Ecology
for Elementary School Teachers," part of a
nationwideproject funded by the National
Science Foundation designed to help elementary teachers view their school yards as
teaching laboratories.The program includ-

for Tropical Studies. She chaired the
Education Section of the Ecological Society
of America from 1994 to 1996.
Dr. Winnett-Murrayhas been a contributing writer and editor for Dragonfly,a
children's magazine devoted to scientific
inquiry,since its inception in 1996. She has
reviewed articles for scientific journals such
as Condor, Auk, Ecology, Biotropica and
ConservationBiology.
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Eva Dean Folkert ’83

Confidence and commitment
Self-confidenceis a
peculiar trait, manifesting
itself, as it often does, in
contrary ways.
It
a

can be highly visible in a swagger

and

strut, in hyperbole and braggadocio. Or, it

can be hardly detectable,hidden politely in
rolled-up shirt sleeves and firm-jawed, tacit
nods.
It is within that in-betweenplace,
though, where self-confidence is the most
peculiar. That is where chutzpah and
plucky resolve meet head on, creating a
likable blend of respectableboldness. It is in

this place where Kathy Button '79
Beauregard's brand of self-confidence
resides.

Named athletic director (AD) last fall at
Western Michigan University(WMU) in
Kalamazoo, a NCAA Division I school with
an enrollmentof over 26,000, Beauregard
works in a world only slightlyless
male-dominated than, say, the priesthood.
Of the 986

NCAA

Division

I

institutions in

the country,a total of 19 have women
heading up their collegiate sports programs.
Of those 19, only seven women direct
athleticsat universities that sponsor the
sport of football.Beauregardis one of those
seven. She's acutely aware that she's a
pioneer in a field not commonly trodden
upon in high heels.
But the self-assuredness she possesses
and carries to work with her every day like
a brown bag lunch makes the gender issue a
moot point. It is the dedication,enthusiasm,
and loyalty to the university she has served
for 18 years which quickly overshadows the
fact that she is a woman in an arena mostly
filled by men. She knows she's a pioneer,
but she is also no crusader.
"I'm most proud of the fact that I am the
directorof athletics at Western, period," she

in recreation.
In the late 1970s, teaching positionswere

as hard to find as Jimmy

Hoffa.
Nevertheless, Beauregard was offered one.
Any other new graduate, anxious to pay off
college loans and get a paycheck every
Friday in a shaky economy, would have
signed the dotted line with indelible ink.

Not Beauregard. There was a job she
wanted more, one that she was sure she'd
get but had not been offered yet. She had
interviewed at

WMU

to

be

the

new

full-time women's gymnastics coach, a
$12,000 position which also included the
responsibilitiesof team van driver. Her
qualifications
(besides her Hope education):
she had been a club gymnast and coach for
a good number of years and a cheerleader at
her alma mater.
"Being the overly confident, great
potential employee thatl thought I was, I

knew I was going to get that job," she
says. So she turned down the sure thing,
much to the dismay of her parents, and
just

waited to hear.
Initially,the news was not good; the job
had been offered to another woman. But
the top candidate turned down WMU, and
Beauregard, the second choice, quickly
accepted the job. 'Today, someone with my
experiencewould never have gotten the
job," she admits.

As

was

it turned out, though, Beauregard
— and is — just what Western needed.
She remained in the coachingranks for

nine years, winning two MAC
championshipsand earning MAC Coach of
the Year honors twice. She worked toward

her

master's

degree in

athletic

administrationas well, completing it in
1982. In 1988, she left the mats and team
van, and took a position with her own office
as associate director of athletics. In 1994,
she was promoted to senior associate.

(If there is one instance, though, where
Beauregardis particularlyhappy about the
gender gap, it is at the annual AD
meetings — quite possibly the only
sports-related venue where there are no
lines in the women's restrooms.)

her boss announced his
resignationto go to another NCAA Division
I school on Wednesday, Sept. 24, 1997, at 2

When

p.m. in a press conference, Beauregard

—

who had been approached about

the

vacancy and in constant communication

Kathy Beauregard is one of the most
respected athletic administrators in the
“

in

the country,

—

man

or

woman.”

sports editor,

through the

WMU

ranks. "She never leaves

undone. She faces up to tough issues.
She always looks for positive solutions.
Kathy works hard to make it all look so
a job

easy."
The Beauregardbrand of self-confidence
was not something she recently formulated,
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MAC

Jack Moss

"Kathy Beauregard is one of the most
respected athletic administratorsin the
MAC [Mid-American Conference]and in
the country, man or woman," says Jack
Moss, the sports editor for the Kalamazoo
Gazette who has watched Beauregard's rise

sync

however. It was a trait she had even after
her graduation from Hope, where she
majored in physical education and minored

says.

and

in

Kalamazoo Gazette

with the university president, Dr. Diether
Haenicke several hours prior to the
announcement — was named to be to be his
replacement in a 2:30 p.m. press conference
of her own. The universitywasted no time.
There would be no national search. Tire
person they needed was already there.

"Kathy Beauregard is loyal and
dedicated and will, I hope, be with us for a
long, long time," Haenicke had said. "I am
tired of replacing athleticdirectors every
two to three years."
"I'm someone who's not just working on

As a new Hope graduate, Kathy Button ’79 Beauregard wasn’t afraid to parley her
undergraduateexperiencesand interests into a full-timecoaching position at
Western Michigan University.She’s stayed at the university ever since, and is now
athletic director — one of only 19 women nationwide serving as an AD at a Division I
school.
her resume," Beauregardexplains,alluding

and

to

not do what

Western's previously well-oiled

revolving door in tire AD's office. T believe
in what I'm doing here. 1 have a strong
tradition at and convictions in Western
Michigan University and Kalamazoo. That
was part of my appeal."

That, and so much more. Like her
long-time reputation as a student-athlete
welfare advocate ("Graduation rates are first
and foremost."); her ingenuous style of

management ("I don't care which set of rules
we're talking about — whether they are
NCAA, MAC, WMU, IRS, or Department of
Labor — we follow the rules, and we do things
the right way. We have to be able to wake up
every morning and look ourselves in the
mirror and know that we did things by the
book.");and her willingness to tackle tough
university and national issues like Title IX
compliance and the much-ballyhooed
football bowl alliance alignment.

Now that she's thoroughly entrenched in
the business of running
athletics

WMU

—

$9.5 million budget and its staff of
80 — from her bright, corner office on the
second floor of the Read Fieldhouse,
Beauregard has found a strange calm. 'T
with

its

more

stress with more
admits Beauregard, "but it's
been just the opposite. It's been so much fun
that my stress level has actually gone
down... I get up every morning thankful to be
anticipated

really thankful for
I

my

family.

I

could

do without their support."

"Kathy has

a

really balanced her
life, says Moss, a
long-time friend who has known Beauregard
since her high school days in Kalamazoo.
"They [husband, Richard, an educator in the
Kalamazoo public schools,and six-year-old
son, Bradley] lean on her and she leans on
them. The/ re a truly great family."
One night recently mother and son were
having a heart-to-heart,the mother
wonderingwhat the child wanted to be
when he grew up. With six-year-olds,
future career paths change from
week-to-week. This day, Brad wanted to
be "a vet or work in a zoo."
"How about an athleticdirector?" the
mother asked, proud of her profession and
aware of how much her son has grown to
professional and

home

love sports, especiallysoccer.
"No, Mom, I don't think so," came the
reply. "It looks like too much work."
Her eyebrow raised. The kid knew the
score, she thought, but not all of the
underlying stats. His implication was that
can't be much fun.
(Six-year-olds don't realize that vets and
zookeepers,though in fun-lovingplaces,

working hard

responsibility,"

work hard,

alive, thankful for the opportunities 1 have.

But by the look on her face of late, Kathy
Beauregrad,athletic director,is having an
awful lot of fun, too. At least as much as a
vet or a zookeeper.

too.)

Winter Sports Roundup

The excitement neve
While the team captured the attention of the

he quality of the
intercollegiate athletics
program at Hope College was
demonstrated as never before
during the recently concluded
winter sports season.
F

Division III basketball world with its spectacular
late-season drive, it was Hope's fans that drew
raves from opposing teams and the media. The
Roanoke Times called the 1,500 Hope fans who

ventured to Salem, Va., for the Final Four "the
best ever."
It was a season of emotion that went

beyond

Hope maintainedits lead in the 1997-98
Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association

victory and defeat. Leading scorer David
Meulenberg of Grand Rapids, Mich., was lost to the
team midway through the league season with a
broken leg. It took several games for the Flying

(MIAA) All-Sports standings

teams

Dutchmen to

regroup, but they did with spectacu-

Division

lar play in the

NCAA.

as three winter

finished among the nation'stop 10
III

NCAA

programs.
•

Making its 14th appearance in the NCAA
Championships, the men's basketball team finished second nationally for the second time in
three years.

•

The women's swimming team

finished fifth

There was

a

specialmoment

during the national semi-final game when
Meulenberg,who was in uniform for the first time
since being injured, sank two free throws after a

teammate had to leave the game with an injury.
There was not a dry eye in the Salem Civic Center.
The nation'sbest small college basketball rivalry

nationally,in its eighth consecutive year as a

— Hope

Top Ten program.

fans. The sweep of the Knights extended Hope's
domination to 10 consecutive games and tied the

•

The men's swimming team ended 10th

•

nationals,marking the seventh time in eight
years that it's been among the Top Ten.
After finishing second in the regular season

MIAA

at

standings, the women's basketball team
to win the conference tournament and

went on

earn a berth in the

NCAA

championships.

Final Four Highlights

A Championship

Season

versus Calvin

—

didn't disappoint

Hope

storiedseries at 70 victories for each college.

The Flying Dutchmen finishedwith a 26-5
record, extending their streak of 20-plus winning
campaigns to a school-record five in-a-row.

The magic of their tournament successes ended
in the national tournament game as the Flying
Dutchmen were defeated by Wisconsin-Platteville
69-56. Platteville(31-0) finished as the nation's
only undefeatedmen's college basketball team.
Senior Joel Holstege of Grandville, Mich., culmi-

Expectations were high before the men's basketball season began, but the excitement of advancing

through the NCAA tournament to the national
championship game was no less than in 1996, when
the Flying Dutchmen made their first Final Four
appearance.The team's slogan for the tournament
drive was "All Eyes on the Prize."
Along the way, the Flying Dutchmen won their
fourth consecutiveMIAA championship, Glenn
Van Wieren '64 recorded his 400th coaching victory
and the team swept the season series with rival
Calvin.

The Holland Civic Center was filled for nearly
every regular season game, and fans lined up
outside the Dow Center in a late winter storm for
hours before the start of NCAA tournament games.

D3

nated an outstanding career as he was

named a

first

team DivisionIII All-American by the National
Association of Basketball Coaches. He and teammate Kris Merritt of Jenison, Mich., had the
distinctionof playing on four consecutive MIAA
championship teams. Hope's record during their
careers was 105-14.

Young
Gains

Flying Dutch Team
NCAA Experience

The women's basketball season developed as
young coach Brian Morehouse '92 hoped it might.
The Flying Dutch improved with each regular
season game, finishingsecond behind Calvin in the

MIAA

standings.

“The Flying Dutchmen (a
the disappointment of 0
loss for the second timau
years. They have also prothe most devoted fans of;
visited

Salem
—

in the pastt

The Roanoke

ver

stopped
rival Calvin, 53-49. An excitedHope team celebrat-

ed by

cutting down the net in the Calvin
it was on its way to the NCAA
Championships.
Making their third NCAA appearance since
winning the national championship in 1990, the
Flying Dutch were defeated in the first round by
Baldwin-Wallace,Ohio, 75-71. But it definitely
wasn't an end, rather a sign for a bright future.
Hope's young players caught everyone's
attention. Freshman Kristin Koenigsknechtof St.
John, Mich., and sophomore Lisa Hoekstra of
Grandville, Mich., were voted to the All-MIAA
first team. They each set Hope single season
scoring records for a freshman and sophomore
player respectively. Koenigsknecht, who was
affectionely nicknamed K13 by teammates and
fans, became only the third player in Hope
women's basketball history to score more than
300 points and grabbed 200 rebounds in a single
Fieldhouse because

season.
If these two young players weren't doubletrouble enough for opponents, consider the fact
that Hope's starting guards were identicaltwins

Kristen and Tara Hosford of Grand Rapids,
Mich.

Coach John

Patnott

Is

Tops

A young, energizedwomen's swimming team
returned to campus from the

NCAA

Division

111

national championship meet with every qualifier
an All-American.The Flying Dutch finished a
strong fifth in the field, highlighted by three silver

dealing with

nentof3 Division III title

game

past three

;ond tin'J m the

proven themselves to

ed fans of any

team that

ithe past three

be

has

years.”

heRoaitf6 Times;

March

22,

1998

distinction as the national men's coach of the year
in 1991.

Patnott started the Hope swimming
and has developed it into one of
the nation'sfinest small college programs for men
and women. Hope's teams are annually competitive on the conference and national level. He has
coached Hope teams to 22 MIAA championships:
15 by the women, including this year's, and seven
by the men. He has coached 81 All-Americansand

Coach

program

in 1978

had nationalchampions 21 times during

his

18-year career.

NCAA silver medalistsincluded sophomore
Llena Durante of Chicago, 111., in the 100-yard butterfly, freshman Laural Horton of East Grand
Rapids, Mich, in the 100-yard backstrokeand
freshman Betsy VandenBerg of Chicago, 111. in the
200-yard breaststroke.Horton, who was voted the
MIAA's most valuable swimmer, was an
All-Americanin three events.
Also achievingAll- America status in either
individual or relay events were freshman Katie
Baumann of Zeeland, Mich., freshman Kara
Binkley of Oak Park, 111., and senior Monica Stubbs
of Battle Creek, Mich.

Dutchmen Continue Tradition
NCAA Swimming Excellence

Of

The Flying Dutchmen maximized their opportunities at the
Division III swimming
championships.The team finished with two
All-Americarelay performancesand another five
events worthy of honorable mention All-America
recognition.

NCAA

Flying Dutch Finish Fifth;

itchniei'fansare

fe also

came

together in the conference tournathe Flying Dutch swept three victories,
including a thrilling come-from-behind win over
It all

ment as

medal finishes in individual events and
All-Americaefforts in five relays.
It was a significant accomplishmentbecause the
Hope contingent consisted mostly of freshmenand
sophomores. And that accomplishmentdidn't go
unnoticed by the peers of coach John Patnott. For
the third time in his career, Patnott was honored as
a national coach of the year by the College
Swimming Coaches Association. In 1994 Patnott
was also honored as the national women's swimming coach of the year, and he achieved that

The 200-yard freestylerelay finished seventh
nationally,while the 200-yard medley relay was
eighth. The best individual performance was by
freshman Chris Dattels of Wilmette, 111.,who was
10th in the 100-yardbackstroke. Senior Brandon
Nyboer of Holland, Mich., concluded his collegiate career by finishing 16th in the 200-yard
freestyle.

AchievingAll-Americastatus were senior Troy

Aumaugher of

Hudsonville, Mich., Dattels, junior

Dan Daly of East Grand Rapids, Mich., freshman
Joshua Ficke of Etiwanda, Calif.,sophomore Jarod
Lippert of Alma, Mich., and senior Dan Shelley of
Saginaw, Mich. iJt

Alumni News

Alumni Association Honors Five
The Alumni Association will present five graduates with
Distinguished Alumni Awards during the college's
Alumni Day on Saturday, May 2. Being honored this year
are Dr. Richard Decker '56 of Deerfield,

Hoeksema
'44

'48 of

111.;

Dr.

Renze

Holland, Mich.; the Rev. Del Vander Haar

and Trudy Maassen '47 Vander Haar of Holland, Mich.;

and the Rev. Dr. Charles Van Engen

Dr.

'70 of

Glendora, Calif.

Renze Hoeksema ‘48

Dfi. DECKER, who retired in 1996,
spent his career as a medical research
scientistspecializing in researchon two
major chronic diseases: viral hepatitisand
AIDS. During the 25 years he was with
Abbott Laboratories,his research team
developed most of the tests currently used
worldwide to screen donor blood and to
diagnose the infections.

Throughout his career, he has worked to
raise the awareness of the public and
medical community to the risk factors of the
diseases and to find ways to control their
spread. He has written more than 100
articles, chapters and books on the topics,
and has conductedcourses and lectures in 33
countries.

Abbott Laboratories honored Dr.
Decker as the first recipient of the
corporation's"Outstanding Scientist" award.
An accompanying financialgrant started a
scholarship fund in chemistry at Hope.
Since retiring. Dr. Decker has continued
to serve the public health corrununity in
efforts aimed at controlling the growing
threat of both hepatitis and AIDS. He
currently serves on a subcommittee of the
World Health Organization to produce
In 1989,

internationaltest standards for the viruses.
He holds a master's from the University

master's

and

doctorate

from

Harvard

Iran, Laos, Vietnam and Thailand.

While at Hope, Dr. Hoeksema directed
the Model United Nations, Washington
Honors Semester and Washington May
also originated courses in the

politics of Southeast Asia, the Far East, the

Middle East and

the Soviet Union, as well as
a course in race and ethnic relationsin the
United States.Because of his experience and
training, in 1979 he was a consultant for the

peace talks between the late Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat, former Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin and former
President Jimmy Carter.
His activities since retiring have included
helping found the Hope Academy of Senior
Professionals, establishedin 1988,

and

serving as the 1991-92 presidentof the
Holland Rotary Club.
He and his wife, Marjorie, have three
children, Richard '77, Margot '79 and
Renze '79.

of Illinois,and a doctorate from Oklahoma
State University. He is an elder in the

The Vander HaaRS have spent more
than 50 years serving the RCA, in pastorates

Reformed Church in America (RCA).
He and his wife, Mary, have three
children, Stephen, Richard and Stephanie,
and two grandchildren.

and at the denominationallevel.

Dr. Hoeksema was
political science at

a professorof

Hope from 1971

until

retiring in 1986.

Before becoming a student at Hope, he

was an officer in the U.S. Army during
World War II, serving on the intelligence
staff of General Douglas MacArthur. He
completed his Hope education in only
two-and-a-halfyears, and went on to earn a

Alumni Association.

Rev. Del Vander Haar ‘44

University.
Prior to joining the Hope faculty. Dr.
Hoeksema had been a foreign service officer
with the U.S. State Department, serving,
between 1951 and 1971, in Washington,D.C.,
Australia, the Philippines, Pakistan, India,

Term. He

The annual Distinguished Alumni Awards are
presented by the Alumni Association Board of
Directors in recognition of the awardees' contributions
to society and service to Hope. The award, presented
during the college's Alumni Banquet, is the highest
honor that alumni can receive from the college's

They were married in June of

1947,

shortly after Del completed his B.D. at

Western Theological Seminary and Trudy
graduated from Hope. In July of that year,
they became the staff of Trinity Reformed
Church in Fulton, 111.— Del as pastor, and
Trudy as the unpaid pastor's assistant,
serving until 1953. A second pastorate,at
Bethel Reformed Church in Sheldon, Iowa,
followed from 1953 to 1960.
From 1960 to 1969, Del co-directed the
RCA Youth Department.His responsibilities
included organizing the Reformed Church

Trudy Maassen ‘47 Vander

Youth Fellowship,directing the Caravan
program and organizing workcamps. Trudy
participatedin the workcamps and National

Youth Assemblies, in addition to serving as
Youth Director at First Reformed Church in
Ridgewood, N.J.
In 1969, the RCA asked Del to begin a
regional office in Anaheim, Calif., and to
develop a Family Life Ministry for the
denomination. After both doing graduate
work, with Del earning a master's from
Azusa (Calif.)Padfic College, Del and Trudy
together developed a variety of Family Life
Seminars. They led around 150 of these
events for the RCA and for ecumenical
gatherings. Del also coordinatedthe 1972

RCA

Family Festival for 3,000 participantsat

Estes Park, Colo.
Their Family Life work continuedeven
after Del became secretaryfor western
servicesfor the RCA, based in Orange City,
Iowa, in 1973. Trudy wrote Advent, a resource
book for congregationsand families,and
they co-authoredGrowing in Marriage for
congregational marriage enrichment courses
as well as other printed resources.
In 1982, Del became secretary for
stewardship development for the RCA's
western region. During this time, they
represented the denomination at the
International Congress on Evangelism in
Thailand and visited several RCA mission
stationsworldwide.Trudy remained active
with their local congregation,serving as
elder at Trinity Reformed Church, and
writing and speaking. She also chaired the
1989 Reformed Church Women's Triennial,
held at Hope.
After Del retired in 1989, they served for

three years at the English-speaking
Yokohama Union Church in Japan. They
moved to Holland in 1992, and Del became
assistantminister of pastoral care at Hope
Church

in 1993, a position he still holds.

Both have served as officers of the
college's"Fifty-Year Circle,"comprised of

Haar

Dr. Charles

Van Engen

‘70

alumni who graduated 50 or more years ago:
Del as president during 1994-95, and Trudy
as secretarythis year. Both have been active
with reunion planning, Trudy served as a
Class Representative,and Del was a member
of the college's Board of Trustees in 1951-52

and 1957-58.
All four of their children are Hope
graduates: Timothy '75 (and Susan Hegedus
'74) Vander Haar; David '76 (and Lynn
Bauer '76) Vander Haar; Philip '81 (and
Anne Kohout) Vander Haar; and Jane '83
(and Rowland Jr. '83) Van Es.
Dr. Van Engen is the Arthur F. Glasser
Professor of Biblical Theology of Mission in
the School of World Mission at Fuller

He was elected
president of the RCA's General Synod in
1997, serving previously as vice president.
He has been on the faculty at Fuller
Theological Seminary since 1988, and was

Theological Seminary.

appointed to his endowed chair in 1996.
From 1985 to 1988, he was an assistant
professor of missiology at Western
Theological Seminary.
He was previously a missionary for the
RCA for 12 years, working with his wife,
Jean Taylor '70 Van Engen, with the National
Presbyterian Church of Mexico in the state of
Chiapas.
Dr. Van Engen is the author or editor of
more than 20 books, including God's
Missionary People: Rethinkingthe Purpose of the
Local Church and Mission on the Way: Issues in

He has preached, taught
extensivelyon mission in
Mexico and elsewhere in Latin America,
Asia and the United States.
He holds a master of divinityfrom Fuller
Theological Seminary, and doctorandusand
Ph.D. degrees from the Free University of
Mission Theology.

and spoken

Amsterdam in the Netherlands.
The Van Engens have three children:
Anita, who is graduatingthis year, Amelia
and Andrew, uk
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Alumni News
Hope. The paper was

Class Notes
News and informationfor

class notes, maradvanced degrees and deaths are compiled
for news from Hope Collegeby Greg Olgers '87.
News should be mailed to: Alumni News;
Hope College Public Relations; 141 E. 12th St.; PO
Box 9000; Holland, MI 49422-9000.Internet users
may send to: alumni@hope.edu
All submissions received by the Public
Relations Office by Tuesday, March 10, have been
included in this issue. Because of the lead time
required by this publication's productionschedule, submissionsreceived after that date (with the
exception of obituary notices) have been held for
the next issue, the deadline for which is Tuesday,
May 5.

a

diary of the first five-six

months of 1937.
Lois Tysse '38 Strom has lived at Freedom Village
in Holland, Mich., since 1991, having moved there
from Fenton, Mich.

riages,

Note: This is the last issue of

dreds of the addresses arc available(with permission)
through the college'sWeb site (wunu.hope.edu).
If
yours isn't among them and you'd like it to be, please
(and your wishes) to the Alumni Officeat:

it

alumni@hope.edu

1930s
Mildred Klow '33 Damson and Edward
Damson '34 of Holland, Mich., have celebrated
their 60th wedding anniversary, with 23
members of the family and friends attendingan
open house for them at First United Methodist
Church.
John Muilenburg '33 reports that he is enjoying
life in Penney RetirementCenter, and that he was
recently elected mayor of the town of Penney
Farms, Fla.

Henry Vermeer '37 and Alberta Kooiker

'38

Vermeer spend the winter months in Bradenton,
Fla., and the.summer months in Pella, Iowa. They
have hosted eight tour groups, both overseas

and

domestically.

Von

Inez

Ins '38 Dumville of Pekin,

"The older 1
tion

I

get,

the more

I

111.,

writes,

appreciate the educa-

received at Hope College.''

Alma Nyland '38 Gabbard of

Bellevue, Mich.,

and husband Wendell (a retiredchef) cook at the
Salvation Army once each month. They will be
celebrating their 55th wedding anniversaryon
June

25,

Joan DeYoung '48 Hinkamp-Ketchmanof
Midland,Mich., attended the 50th-year reunion of
her nursingclass at Rush-Presbyterian-St.
Lukes
in

Chicago,

111., in

1997.

Laura Johnson '48 of Auburn, N.Y., reports that
she enjoys cross country skiing at a nature center
near her home and being an active participantin a
line dancing group.
Arthur Van Eck '48 is one of two interim ministers
serving at Hope Church in Holland, Mich.

news from Hope

College that will post alumni Internet addresses.
We appreciate,however, that alumni like to connect
with one another via e-mail. Correspondingly, hun-

e-mail

1940s

1950s
Henrietta Weener '50 Bruggers and Howard
Bruggers '50 moved to Clermont,Fla., in
December of 1997,
Carol Crist '52 Fern of Fenton, Mich., a pianist,
performed a solo recital on Tuesday,March 10, for
the Grand Haven (Mich.) Tuesday Musicale.She
also performed for St. Cecilia Society on Friday,
March 13, at the MacArthur Recital Hall in Flint,
Mich.
Robert Hoeksema '54 will be retiring at the end of
June of 1998 from his position as directorof supervised ministries at New Brunswick (N.J.)
Theological Seminary.
Benjamin LeFevre '55 of Pittsfield,Mass., has
retired from the ministry of the Arlington
Reformed Church of Poughkeepsie,N.Y., after a
34-year tenure.

Gene Erb '56 of Angel Fire, N.M., declaredhis
independence from work last July 4, retiringfrom
a position as manager of the Ball Corporation's
Albuquerque operationsand senior operations
analyst. Since then, he and his wife, Sherol, have
been getting more involvedin communityaffairs
in Angel Fire. On March 3, 1998, he won election
as Angel Fire village councilor.
Robert Williams '57 of Thousand Oaks, Calif., is
an auditor with the Thousand Oaks Inn.
Roger Garvelink '58 will be retiring from the
Downer's Grove, 111., school superintendencyin
July of 1998 and will work with a placementfirm.

1998.

Jack Leenhouts '38 of Holland, Mich.,
November of 1997 representedthe consistory

in

1960s

of

Shirley Harmelink '62 Bingham and husband Bill

Third Reformed Church of Holland at the 80th

are on a new two-year assignmentwith the Peace

Christian anniversary of the church in Kamakura,
Japan.

Corps, serving in the Republic of Vanuatu, an

Harold Mante '38 and Bettie Morford '45 Mante
of Bethlehem,Pa., are active in their antique business. He recently sent a paper he wrote for his
English class with Dr. Clarence DeGraaf to the
Joint Archives of Holland, which is housed at

ment is environmentaleducation.
James Bultman '63 of Orange City, Iowa, president of Northwestern College in Orange City,
received an honorary degree, a doctorate of
humane letters, from Keiwa Collegein Japan on

island archipelago in the Coral Sea. Their assign-

REUHI0N '98
MAY

1-3,

March 20, 1998.
Judson Emerick '63
sor of art

history at

Content Area Reading: Integrationwith the Language
of

Claremont, Calif,is profes-

Pomona College.

Arts, written by Dr. Jeanne Jacobson,

His book on

who

adjunct professor of educationand the A.C.

is

an

Van

an early medieval chapel in Italy, The Tempietto del

Raalte Senior ResearchFellow with the college's

Clitunno near Spoleto(text volume with 460 pages;

A.C. Van Raalte Institute for HistoricalStudies.

illustrationsvolume with 230 plates and figures)

J.

will be appear in the summer/fall of 1998 from

named

Penn State Press.
Milton Nieuwsma '63 of Holland,Mich., is the
author of Kinderlager,a book for young adults
about three children
survived
Auschwitz-Birkenau,the Nazis' most notorious
death camp, during World War n.
Wayne Saxsma '63 of Lowell, Mich., since retiring
in April of 1997 has worked in the sale of professional vehicles (new and used hearses and
limousines to funeral homes).
Phil Verburg '63 of Benzonia,Mich., is retired
from his work as a supervisor in the cost accounting department of General Motors.

which is based in Washington, D.C., and represents primary producers of aluminum and
producers of semi-fabricated products. He was
previously president of the Valve Manufacturers
Associationof America (VMA) in Washington,

who

Stephen Larkin

'67 of

Alexandria, Va., has been

president of The

Aluminum

Association,

D.C.

Marsha Beebe

300th-anniversary celebrations.

Archer reports that her current
MD 20719-0317;
and that her phone number is (301) 352-8428.
Donald Battjes Jr. '68 of Los Angeles,Calif., is
chief of operations and facility planningwith the
Los Angeles County Museum of Art.
Carolyn Hart '68 Bergner of Lowville, N.Y., is a
caseworker-home/school coordinatorwith the
Lewis County Department of Social Sendees. She
notes that 1997-98 is the first year that the
home/school coordinatorposition has covered
middle and high school in Lewis County. It is
designed to help parents voluntarily deal with
problems before they lead to foster care.
Mark Johnson '68 is a vice president and chief
operating officer with Rockdale Health System in
Conyers,Ga. He has retiredfrom the U.S. Navy

Bruce Turkstra '64 has been named executive vice

Reserves after 27 years.

'68

address is: P.O. Box 317; Bowie,

Phyllis Yeager-Hoekman'63 lives in St. John's,
Newfoundland,Canada. As presidentof the

Guild of St. Elizabeth, she is tourism contact for
the Cathedralof St. John the Baptist,a National
Historic Site. She was a member delegate-cathedral singer to the first National AnglicanChoir in
Ottawa in 1996. She is a hosting member of the
second National Anglican Choir, St. John's
Cathedral Choir 1999, part of the cathedral's

president, technology division,and chief informa-

tion officer of Los Angeles, Calif.-based
TransamericaLife Cos. (TLC). He was previously
chief information officer for Andersen
Worldwide,Chicago, the parent company of
Arthur Andersen and Andersen Consulting.
Linda Walvoord '64 of Batavia, Ohio, is an assistant professorof English at the Universityof
Cincinnati, Clermont College.
John de Velder '65 of Somerset, N.J., is directorof
the pastoral care department at Robert Wood
Johnson University Hospital in New Brunswick,
N.J. He was featuredin The Courier-Newsof
Bridgewater, N.J., on Sunday, Jan. 25, 1998.
Dean L. Overman '65 of Washington, D.C., is the
author of
Case Against Accident and

1970s

A

Self-Organization (Rowman

book argues that
for

it

is

&

Littlefield).The

mathematicallyimpossible

accidental processes to act as the cause of the

first livingmatter or a

universe in which life could

Hanson Bourke,pubNews Service,noted, 'Those of
us who tremble at the memory of calculus class
can understand enough of this book to give
Overman the benefit of any doubt. But matheexist. In her review. Dale
lisher of

Religious

matical and scientific types

I know who have read
volume pronounce it 'brilliant.'"
Richard Smalley '65 of Houston, Texas, was
named one of the "Top 75 Distinguished
Contributorsto the Chemical Enterprise" during
the 75 years of Chemicaland Engineering News,
chosen by the magazine'sreaders in conjunction
with the magazine's75th anniversary.Olliers on
the list, published in the Jan. 12, 1998, issue,
include George Washington Carver, Marie Curie,
HerbertHenry Dow, Pierre Samuel DuPont and
George Eastman.
John Kleis '67 of Holland,Mich., is a teacher at
East Middle School of the Holland Public Schools.
His work is featuredin the recently-published

this

Joseph Courier'73 and wife Jenny of Gainesville,
Fla., were the co-recipients of the 1997 Civil
Libertarian of the Year award presentedby the
Alachua County ACLU.
Paula Colenbrander '73 Wassink of Holland,
Mich., served as an examiner for the Michigan
Quality Councilfor 1997. The council was established by Governor John Engler in 1993, and is
modeled after the Malcolm Baldrige National
Quality Award process. In Novemberof 1997, she
presentedher book and program. Quality in the
Classroom, at the National Governors'Conference
in Dearborn,Mich. The program was featured by
the MEA as a program of "Exemplary Public
School Success"in 1996, and was featured in the
MEA and NEA monthly magazines during that
same year.
Randy Wilterdink'73 of Spencerport, N.Y., took a
new position with Diaz Chemical Corp. in Holly,
N.Y., in February of 1997, and was promoted to
plant manager and vice president of planningin
August of 1997. He reports that he and his family
are enjoying life in western New York.
Bob Zilinski '73 of Englewood, Colo., has been
promoted from chief geologistto exploration
manager at Cordex Petroleums Inc. in Denver,
Colo.

Luis Destefano '74 of Philadelphia,Pa., is a
full-time language teacherin the Philadelphia
School System. He

is also pursuinga second master's degree, in education, at St. Joseph's

University in Philadelphia.

Jim McFarlin '74, former longtime televisioncritic
for The Detroit News, accepted a position in
December as senior editor for publications at The
Aegis Group in Warren, Mich., the magazine divi-
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Kara McGillicuddy '98, Okemos, Mich.

'86,

Alumni Director

ED

sion of C-E Communications and the worldwide
Lintas Campbell-Ewald advertising agency. He is
responsible for ensuringthe quality of writing in

each of the more than 35 custom publications
Aegis produces for its clients, including the
national magazines Chevy Outdoors for Chevy
Trucks, ON for DirecTV and Friendly Exchange for
the Farmers Insurance Group. He is also currently promoting his first book, the reference work
MusicHound R&B: The Essential Album Guide, published in December by Visible Ink Press. He

tology at the Children's MedicalCenter in Toledo,
Ohio. Helives in Ann Arbor, Mich., with his wife
and their three sons.
Judy Dunlap '78 Bultman and Tom Bultman '78
and their three children spent the 1996-97 academic year in Christchurch, New Zealand. They
report that they had a wonderful experience
living,playing and working with the delightfully
hospitable kiwis. Tom conducted research on the

Salisbury State University of Maryland. He

Richard Lupkes '81 is the community bank president for RepublicBank in Ann Arbor, Mich. He
was recently named to the Board of the Perry
Nursery School in Ann Arbor, which provides
day care services to single mothers.
Ted Kuik '83 of Grand Rapids, Mich., is president
of Kuik Computer Services, a consulting/pro-

John Thomas '83 of Augusta,Mich., is a cost estimator at Summit Polymers in Kalamazoo, Mich.
He started work there in December of 1997, after
having spent 13 years at Hi-Lex Corporationin
Battle Creek, Mich., most recently as a buyer.
Victoria Brunn '84 of Santa Monica, Calif., has
been serving on the Board of Directors of the
Starlight Children's Foundation,California
Chapter for the past two years, and was recently

ecology of grass-fungus-insect interactions.

grammingfirm.

elected vice president of children's services.

Cynthia McRobert '83 of Grand Rapids, Mich., is
working at CatholicSocial Servicesin Grand
Rapids as an outpatient therapistin the Behavioral
Health Department.
Stephen Merry '83 has been appointed regional
director of the OSF Medical Group by OSF St.
Francis Hospital in Escanaba,Mich. He oversees
all aspects of the group's Michigan region, including developmentand implementation of the
strategic planning process, recruitmentof new
physicians, implementationof new programs and
services, and overall direction of activities. A

charity provides wishes and in-hospital entertain-

Mary Jo Coughenour '78 of Lansing,Mich.,

is

served as co-editor on the project.

active in theatre locally. She portrayed Gillian in

Patrick Shelley '74 of East Lansing,Mich., is a
senior minister at Plymouth Congregational
Church in Lansing. He is also chair of the
Executive Committee of the National Association
of Congregational
Christian Churches,and on the
board of directors of the International
CongregationalFellowship.
G.M. "Bud" Thompson '74 of Grand Rapids,
Mich., reports that he is still very active in both
music and theatre,while keeping the rent paid by
being a graphic design and productionassistantat
McCarty Communications in Saranac, Mich. He
received a master of arts in theological studies
from McCormick Seminary in Chicago, 111., and
spent almost two decades in youth ministry. He
continues to compose and perform folk/rock
music in a variety of venues throughout the
Midwest. His involvement in local theatre
includes both acting and technical work, and he
was recently nominated for a Grand Award (GR's

To Gillianon Her 37th Birthday in the fall of 1997,

version of the Tonys) as Best Actor in a Musical for
his role as Captain Hook in

GR

Civic's Peter Pan.

In addition to being a freelance acting talent,
appearing in works for Amway Corp., among
others. Bud is also a publishedplaywright.Two
of his scripts, A Time To Go Home and One Day At
The Zoo, are available through Dramatic
Publishing.

Michael Waalkes '75 is chief of the Inorganic
Carcinogenesis Section of the Laboratory of
ComparativeCarcinogenesis of the National
Cancer Institute at the National Institute of
EnvironmentalHealth Sciences in Research
Triangle Park, N.C. He was the senior author of
an article published in the September, 1997, proceedings of the National Academy of Science,
U.S.A., which acceptsmaterials only following
rigorous review. The article was "Association of
arsenic-inducedmalignant transformationwith
DNA hypomethylationand aberrant gene
expression."

Rich Williams '75 is pictured and quoted in the
January, 1998, issue of New Mexico Business
journal,in the article 'Tutting the 'main' back in
Main Street,"which discusses the effortsof New
Mexico MainStreetto help revitalizedowntowns
in the state. He is a New Mexico MainStreet
Program Associateand former head of
Albuquerque'sDowntown Action Team.
Tim Mulder '76 recently completed his term as
the chair of the RCA's Commission on Christian
Worship as well as his final term as the president
of the Board of the Warwick ConferenceCenter.
He continuesto teach preachingand worship at
New Brunswick Theological Seminary. Tim has
accepted a call to be the rector of St. Luke's
Episcopal Church in Gladstone, N.J.

Gary Anderson '77

is

manager of PCS

quality

insurance at PageMart Wireless in Dallas,Texas.

Conley Zomermaand '77 is senior pastor of First
Reformed Church in Pella, Iowa.
Sharon Adcock '78 of Manhattan Beach, Calif.,
contributed a chapter to two books: 101 Ways To

Promote Yourself and Speaking Is An
Audience-Centered
Sport.
Brian Bradley '78 continues as director of neona-

and

is

in the May, 1998, productionof The York

Plays of Pilak for Michigan State University.
Phil David '78 of Vicksburg, Miss., is the foreign

ministrycoordinatorwith the Luke Society, an
organizationof Christianhealth professionals
dedicatedto meeting the physical and spiritual
needs of the poor.
Eileen Doyle '78 of Dowagiac, Mich., writes, "I'm
enjoyingthe country life! I live in a renovated
one-room schoolhousewith my two cats. On a
clear night the stars are incredible!"

Gregory Gurtler '78 of Fort Myers, Fla., is the
fifth/sixthgrade basketball coach at Evangelical
Christian School in Fort Myers, Fla.
Nancy Leonhardt'78 of Berkhamsted, Herts,
United Kingdom, has recently taken on a new job
as editorial directorof ELT at Prentice Hall
Europe, after having been the publishing manager
for American English ELT and Latin America for
Longman, also based in the United Kingdom. She
writes, "I've now lived in England for over two
years and absolutely love it!"
Mark Manning '78 of Fort Collins, Colo., was
recently awarded tenure and promoted to associate professor at the University of Colorado Health
Sciences Center.

Robert Namar '78 of Morristown,N.J., is director
Lunar Group Interactive.He recently completed the first interactive campaign for the New
Jersey Department of Transportation, the first of
its kind, promoting via the Internet the opening of
HOV (High Occupancy Vehicle) lanes for use by
vehicles with more than one passenger.
Paul Ottemess '78 of Huntington Station,N.Y., is
a reporter with CBS News.
Paul Toth '78 of Bloomington,Ind., had been an
assistant professorat the Universityof Iowa's
Counseling Department for three years, and has
recently gone back to Indiana University as a psychologist in the CounselingCenter and part-time
assistantprofessor in the CounselingDepartment.
Gale Easton '79 is a physician assistantat Parma
(Mich.) Family Medicine.

of

OSF MedicalGroup Gladstone(Mich.) office.

1980s
Steve Peachey '80 of Cicero, Ind., has been promoted to captain of the Cicero fire department.
He and twin brother John Peachey '80 celebrated
their 40th birthdays on Tuesday,Feb. 17, 1998.
Craig Schumann '80 and family (wife Karen; son
Kyle, age two-and-a-half;and daughter Kristin,
now 10 months old) moved to Hong Kong last
summer, arriving on July 2, 1997, the day after the
Handover. They moved from Walnut Creek,
Calif.,for his new assignment with the
InternationalTrade Bank of Bank of America,providing trade finance services to companies that
import and export between the United States and
Asia, as well as within the intra-Asianmarket.
They expect to be in Hong Kong for about three
years, and he writes, "So far it has been very busy
and exciting for us!"
Ross Leisten '81 is associate registrar with

on the Internet!
Receive the daily Hope
Sports Report by e-mail via
the Internet. It’s FREE!
Send us your e-mail address and you'll
be on the line for the next score!

alumni@hope.edu

The

ment programs for chronically- and seriously-ill
children.

Timothy Dawes '84 of Clayton, Calif., is a senior
scientist with Chiron Corporation.
ChristopherStagg '84 of Milford, N.J., is director,
software development, with 1DD Information
Services.

Tim Kelley '85
the

3COM

of Palatine,111., is employed with

Carrier Systems BusinessUnit in Mt.

Prospect, 111.

Mark Rebhan

'85 has been promoted to
manager-dealercommunications in Buick Motor
Division's Public Relations/Communications

Campus Notes
(Continued from page

The

six.)

Rhetoric of Vision, published

by

Bucknell University Press in 1996, is a collection of 18 essays on Charles Williamsby
scholarsin North America, Europe and

Australia.

It

explores the rhetoricalmeans

and theories which guided Williams as he
conveyed his metaphysical,ethical and
social vision.

The volume includes an introduction
by Dr. Huttar and an essay on Williams's
drama by the late George Ralph, a
member of the Hope theatre faculty from
1966 until retiringin 1997.
Dr. Huttar was a professor of Enghsh
from 1966 until his retirement in 1996. Dr.
Schakel is the Peter C. and Emajean Cook
Professor of English and chair of the
department, and has been a member of

has been named the West Michigan
Annual Conference recipient of the 1997
"Francis Asbury Award for Fostering
United Methodist Ministriesin Higher
Education."
She received the award on Sunday, Jan.
4, at Allegan United Methodist Church.

She was honored, according to the citation, "for outstandingleadership in
supporting, strengtheningand promoting
the Church's Higher Education
Ministries," having completed longtime
service on denominational boards at both
the regional and national level.
The award is named for Methodist
bishop Francis Asbury, who in 1791 challenged all Methodists to "give the key of
knowledgein a general way to your children, and those of the poor in the vicinity
.

of your small towns and

Excitement
of Hope Sports

at:

physician, he also continues to see patients at the

the faculty since 1969.

Catch All The

E-mail us

was

previously associate dean of admissions.

Tyler '82 of the religion
faculty has been named the college's
J. Jeffery

second "Towsley Research Scholar."
The award was announced during the
college's annual Faculty Recognitionluncheon, held on Monday, Jan. 5.
The Towsley Research Scholars
Program is funded through an endowment made possible through a grant from
the Harry A. and Margaret D. Towsley
Foundation of Midland, Mich.
Through the Towsley Research
Scholars Program, newer Hope faculty
members receive support for a research
project for four years. An additional
scholar will be appointed each year, up to
a

maximum of

four at a time.

Dr. Tyler plans to use his award to
examine how the practice of banishment
and exile defined and shaped German
society from the later Middle Ages
through the Protestant Reformation. He
intends to study who German magistrates
drove from their cities and rural communities, and how and why the punishment
was enacted.
Dr. Tyler also hopes that his research
will address contemporaryconcerns as
well. "This continues to be a pressing
issue in Germany today, in the aftermath
of the Holocaust and continued
Neonazism and hate crimes," he said.
An assistant professorof religion, he
joined the

Hope

faculty in 1995.

Leslie Wessman, who is professorof
education and chair of the department.

villages."

Through the award, the United Methodist
Church recognizes individuals who guide
the church in ministries to and with the
learning

community.

Dr. Wessman was a member of the
General Board of Higher Education and
Ministry, a national-level appointment,
from 1989 to 1996, and served as chair of
the Campus Ministry Committee of the
board's Division of Higher Education.
She played a leadership role in developing "Vision and Reality," the division's
visioningdocument, and contributedto
the writing of "Education: The Gift of
Hope," a local church study.

She was a member of the West
Michigan Board of Higher Education and
Campus Ministry of the United Methodist
Church from 1983 to 1996, and also
chaired the board.
The United Methodist Church's ministry in higher education includes 124
schools and collegesnationwide; more
than 700 campus ministries programs; a
loan and scholarship program that assists
more than 4,000 students each year; the
Black College Fund, which supports ministries through 11 historicallyBlack
institutionsof higher education; and
Africa University.

The West Michigan board's responsibilities

include managing campus

ministry programs at four state universities

and at the two colleges in the region

that are affiliatedwith the United
Methodist Church: Adrian College and
Albion College,

NFHC
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department. Mark had previouslybeen brand
integration manager for Buick, responsiblefor
developingpromotions for the LeSabre, Century
and Regal brands. Mark and wife Kristin Stein
'86 Rebhan (along with children John Robert and
Taylor) live in Pinckney, Mich., and are members
of Oakland Hills Orthodox Presbyterian Church
in FarmingtonHills, Mich. They are working with
a group of Christians in Milford, Mich., in hopes
of forming another Orthodox Presbyterian Church
in the Brighton/Howell/Hartland,
Mich., area.
Wendy Vander Hart '85 has been called as the
pastor of the Melrose Highlands Congregational
Church (United Church of Christ) in Melrose,
Mass., just north of Boston. She started her pastorate on Palm Sunday. For the last nine years she
had served as one of the pastorsat the First
Congregational
Church of Reading, Mass.
Pamela Gregory '86 Bartz of Plymouth,Mich., is a
re-engineeringspecialist/traineron contract at
Ford Motor Company through National
TechTeam.
Todd Wehrmeyer'86 has joined Ron Kronemeyer
'67 at ProgressivePhysical Therapy Services in
Grandville, Mich., after eight years at Holland
Community Hospital.The company offers com-

banquet, held at the college'sHaworth Conference
and LearningCenter.

Susan Walter '88 Hayashi of Lubbock,Texas, is a
visiting assistant professor at Texas Tech
University.

Sue Christian '88 Isacksenof Kalamazoo, Mich.,
continuesto work as a reporter for the Chicago
Tribune, and currently covers public health issues.
Jim Van Eenenaam'88 of Dana Point, Calif., is an
international trade specialist with the Strategic
Trade Center.
Brian Breen '89 is responsible for sales/marketing
support with Modem Beverage Company Inc., a
wholesalebeveragedistributorin Holland, Mich.
He recently adopted an orange tiger kitten which
he

Laura Wingate '89 Perdue of Cockeysville, Md., is
a

'87 of

teacher with the Baltimore City Public Schools.

FrangelinaTema '89 joined the South African
National Parks as the national coordinator: trans-

formationin 1996. Her major functions include
strategicplanning, training,monitoringthe transformationprocess, setting goals, and conducting
research with the aim of influencing, developing
and reviewingpolicies.
Marcie Peplinski '89 Weeber of Ashbum, Va., is a
self-employedmedicaltranscriptionist.

prehensive, out-patient physical therapy services.

Bob Isacksen

named Otis.

Kalamazoo, Mich., completed

his six-year urology residency at Loyola
University Medical Center in Maywood, 111.,in
June of 1997 and has joined a private surgery prac-

1990s

Kalamazoo.
Phil Tanis '87 of Holland, Mich., is the "Web
servant" for the Reformed Church in America.
Brian Bartels '88 continues to work for Old Kent
Bank in Holland, Mich. He was recently promoted to branch manager of the East Side Branch. As
one of the top company's top three in sales, he was
also invited to Old Kent Bank's March awards

Kimberly Pierce '90 Burrill teaches fifth grade
with the Byron Center (Mich.) Public Schools. She
and husband Tom have two children:Lindsay,
age three, and Emily, just under a year old.
Timothy Gortsema '90 of Hudsonville,Mich., is
vice president-finance
and administrationwith
DP Fox Sports and EntertainmentLLC of Grand
Rapids, Mich.

tice in

SOUGHT

PRESIDENT
The

Presidential Search

Committee

of

Hope College invites nominations and

Kevin Hart '90 and Suzanne Boel '91 Hart of
Kerhonkson, N.Y., are pastors at the Federated
Church of Kerhonkson,of the Reformed Church in
America.
Michelle Hoppe '90 Long is pursuing an M.F.A. in
script and screenwriting at Regent University in
Virginia Beach, Va. Her first musical. LadiesFirst,
was produced in the spring of 1997. She is currently working with her husband,Bruce, at Spring
Branch Community Church, writing,directingand
acting.
Kristy Balogh '90 Michael is a sales manager with
Kelly Services in San Francisco, Calif.
Kurt Oosterhouse'90 and wife Sherri moved from

Milwaukee,Wis., to Charlotte,N.C., in November
of 1997. Kurt joined the law firm of Moore & Van
Allen PLLC, where his practice focuses on corporate finance and equipment/aircraft financing.
Todd Taylor '90 of Buena Vista, Colo., is a recreational fishing informationprovider and
researcher,and a golfer.
Yvette VanRiper '90 of Flat Rock, Mich., is an associate in the Detroit,Mich., office of Clark Hill PLC.
She is a member of the firm's BusinessPractice
Group.
Sandra Van Voorhis '90 has moved to New Jersey
and is working in New York City as a traffic
manager for Ogilvy & Mather Advertising.
Mary Michail '90 Wahba of Fairfield,Ohio, is a
therapistworking with juvenile offenders through
the Juvenile RehabilitationCenter of Butler
County,Ohio.
Jeanine Sammels '91 Behrendt teaches seventh
grade mathematicsand geography at West Middle
School in Holland, Mich. She and husband Dennis
are expecting their first child in June.

Kara Buhl '91 of Chicago,lU., is a freelance production coordinator in televisionand film. She has

worked on ER and Chicago Hope, and has worked
with MichaelJordan, Dennis Rodman and Scottie
Pippen.
Donna Wagner '91 Juracka of Frankfort, 111.,
taught third grade for three years at Mokena (111.)
ElementarySchool, but is currently on maternity
leave after giving birth to tripletsin October
(please see "Births").She says that

a lot

easier

approximately 2,900 comes from 38 states and territories and 33 foreign
countries. The full-time faculty numbers 195. Hope College is accreditedby
the North Central Association,the National Council for Accreditationof
Teacher Education, the National Associationof Schools of Art and Design, the
National Associationof Schools of Music, the National Associationof Schools

(formerly

applications for the position of President, to take office July , 999, upon the
1

1

retirementof President John H. Jacobson.
Chartered in 1866, Hope College is a co-educational,residential liberal arts
college and is affiliated with the Reformed Church in America. Hope offers
bachelor’s degree programs in 53 major fields. The student body of

Associationof Schools of Dance, the NationalLeague
for Nursing, the Council on Social Work Education and the American
Chemical Society. Hope is a member of the Michigan IntercollegiateAthletic
of Theatre, the National

Associationof NCAA, Division III. The college is a member of the Great Lakes
Colleges Association and has a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa. The campus is
situated in a residentialarea of Holland, Michigan. The nearest major city is
Grand Rapids, Michigan, which is approximately 30 miles away.

The next president of Hope College must be an individual of wisdom and
integritywhose life and work reveal a commitment to following Jesus Christ.
This individual should also be committed to retaining and advancing the
Christian character of Hope College.
The

successful candidate must have a passion for academic excellence.This

a deep understanding of scholarship,research and
teaching.This individual should also be capable of raising the excellent
academic reputationof Hope College to the next level.
individual shall have

The

successful candidate

must be a

visionary individual with

a broad

understanding of the world’s events and cultures. The individual shall have a
demonstratedability in leading an organizationwhich effectivelycarries out
its mission. This individual shall have a vision for Hope College and its
graduates,and the ability to elicit change by exciting others.
*:•

*>

Copies of the position announcement are available from, and
letters of nomination or application should be submitted, with
detailed resume, to:
Elton

J.

Bruins, Executive Secretary

PresidentialSearch Committee

Hope College
Holland, Ml 49423

Hope

College

is

an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action

Employer
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be,

Strategies)provides a vast array of

consulting services to

many

of

the nation's largest

companies,as well as many internationalorganizations. He has been with Aon Consultingsince
April of 1995, and is currently working in the
Grosse Pointe,Mich., office, specializingin competency modeling, selection system development,
validation and implementation.
Janine Lenhart '91 Myers of Dorr, Mich., works
part-time in Labor and Delivery at Buttenvorth
Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich. She, husband
John and sons Nicholas(age three) and Jacob (20
months) recently were joined by a new baby,
Lauren Elizabeth (please see "Births").
Jeffrey Noorman '91 began working for the
Traverse City, Mich,, law firm of Sullivan &
Crowley PC in Januaryof 1998. The firm specializes in insurance defense litigation.He writes, "I
enjoy golf, fishing,skiing and scraping ice off my
windshieldin my spare time."
JenniferJoyce '91 Pedley lives in downtown
Chicago, 111., with husband Ken and their two cats,
Cleokatra and Mr. Ishkabibel. In August of 1997,
she became the second person in the nation to complete a "Master’s of Jurisprudence in Childlaw"at
Loyola Law School — it's a new program that combines law and social work. Since December of
1996, she has been working for Center For Family
BuildingInc. in Evanston,111., a non-traditional
adoption agency.She is in charge of all clinical and
legal services to the birth parents who are planning
an adoption. "1 love my job, our cozy loft condo
and especiallycity life!,"she writes.
Linda Rosenthal '91 is an interiordesigner -with
GMB Architects-Engineers of Holland, Mich.
Karen Kleinheksel'91 Ware is teaching eighth
grade science and mathematics at Hudsonville
(Mich.) Middle School, and reports that she is
enjoying it very much. She and husband Chip are
also enjoying new daughter Renee (please see
"Births"). Karen will graduatefrom Grand Valley
State Universitythis spring with a master'sin
education.

NFHC
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it

would

it is

and that the children
have brought much joy to her and husband Bob.
Janet Striegle '91 Kloska worked for five years as
an orthopaedicRN at ButtenvorthHospitalin
Grand Rapids, Mich. She quit in 1996 to be home
full-time with her two children, Emily
(three-and-a-half)
and Alex (one-and-a-half).
She volunteersfor AmericanRed Cross blood
drives in her hometown of Dorr, Mich.
Jonathan Liepe '91 recently received a promotion
to consultant with Aon Consulting-Human
Resources ConsultingGroup. Aon Consulting
than she thought

Aaron Boyd '92 of Muskegon, Mich., still teaches

eighth grade science and mathematicsin
Whitehall, Mich.

Jon Freburg '92 and Pamela Kaminski-Freburg
recently purchaseda home in Holt, Mich. Jon
is a socialworker in the Families First Program in
Jackson, Mich. Pamela is a foster care licensing
worker for Lutheran Social Services in Lansing,
Mich. They have hvo children: Christian,age five,
and Gabriella,age two.
Jason Gillard '92 and Hui-Ching Kuang '92 have
been living in the Los Angeles, Calif., area since
getting married in the fall of 1994 (see
"Marriages").He is a paralegal with Brobeck,
Phleger & Harrisonin Los Angeles. His e-mail
address is: jgillard@brobeck.com
'92

Stacey

Swanson '92 of

Clarksville,N.Y., is in the

second semester of graduate school at Albany State
University in

New York (SUNY).

She is pursuing

her degree in TESOL, which is TeachingEnglish to

Speakers of Other Languages. She writes, "I’m
really enjoying my classes and learning about how
to become a betterteacher."
Bart VerHulst '92 of Nashville, Term., is senior
field representative and also economic development coordinator for U.S. Sen. Bill Frist,
R-Tennessee.
Paul Bartell '93 delivered a biology seminar at
Hope College on Friday, March 13. He is with the
Departmentof Biology at the University of
Virginia, and presented "Lizards With Rhythm!
Why does the green iguana have an eye on the
back of its head?"
Adam Clark '93 is business manager with
Autoform Development Inc. in Holland, Mich.
Philip Cratty '93 is assistantsoccer coach and track
and field coach at Mount Union College in
Alliance,Ohio.
Ward Holloway '93 of McLean, Va., has accepted a
position with Integrity Solutions International,a
divisionof Science ApplicationsInternational
Corporation(SAIC), as a technicaltrainer/security consultant. Integrity provides enterprise
security and electroniccommerce for large,commercial customers,and he is currently working
with a major financialinstitutionon implementation of a secure remote-access system.
Kristin Marrs '93 Hunt and husband Jason are in
Germany, where he is stationed with the U.S.
Army. They are expectingtheir first baby in
August.
Scott Runyon '93 of Brighton, Mich., graduated
on Feb. 7, 1998, from the Ann Arbor Instituteof
Massage Therapy's year-long intensive trainingin
therapeutic massage. The training provided a
clinical approach to massage,including a foundation in anatomy and physiologyand certification
in myofascialtherapy,neuromuscular therapy
and sluatsu,an orientalform of bodywork.
Stephen Schmidt '93 of Kentwood, Mich., is a
regional engineer with Amway in Ada, Mich.
David Triesenberg'93 of Harper Woods, Mich., is
Japanese coordinator with Perry Johnson Inc. in
Southfield, Mich.

Chad Warmington'93 of Oklahoma City, Okla.,
has left his position with U.S. Senator Don Nickles
to take a development/fundraising position with
Oklahoma City University. OCU is a private university with about 5,000 students. As director,he
is responsible for all development for the athletic
department. OCU competes at the NAIA, Division
I,

level.

Rachel Zimmer '93 is in her third and final year in
Central Michigan University'sGraduate Program,
and will graduate with a master of science degree
in physical therapyon May 9, 1998. She is currently in her final clinical at Hackley Hospital in
Muskegon, Mich. (January 26-May 1).
Jason Bromberek '94 is a researchanalystin
eletronic document output strategieswith
Doculabs in Chicago, III. He and wife Mary
Sullivan '95 Bromberek recently purchased their
first house, in Woodridge, 111., a western suburb of
Chicago, which they share with their dog. Buddy.
Jason Crouch '94 of Kalamazoo, Mich., is a production supervisorwith Eaton Corporation in
Three Rivers, Mich.
Meredith Downer '94 of Chicago,111., works at
MaryvilleAcademy in Des Plaines, 111., training
child care workers to work with wards of the state.
She is pursuinga master"s in counseling.
Ritsuko Kuroda '94 of Yokohama,Japan, is a
human resource representative with Andersen
Consulting, Tokyo.
Kristy Kronemeyer '94 Link of Kalamazoo,Mich.,
was the seventh grade specialeducation teacher at
West Middle School in Portage, Mich., for the past
one-and-a-halfyears. She resignedwhen her
son, Jakob Mikel was bom in January (please see
"Births")to stay home with him.
Andrew Lumm '94 is an assistantaccount execu-

CD

with Porter Novell! Internationalin Chicago,

live

m.
Travis Wiersma '94 of Holland, Mich.,

is owner of
Wiersma Lawn Services.
Feler Bose '95 is a mechanicalengineer with the
Institute of Paper Science and Technology in
Atlanta,Ga.
Blake S. Crawford '95 has been promoted to vice
president of marketing at CambridgeIndustries
Inc. in Madison Heights, Mich. His responsibilities
include global marketing, public relationsplanning
and advertising.
David DenHaan '95 has accepted a position with

USDA

the

National Soil Tilth Laboratory in

Ames,

new and excitingventures such as cross-stitching,
yoga and interiordesign.Although she loves the
incredibleview of Lake Champlain and the
Adirondack Mountains from her street comer, she
admits that the freezing temperatures prevent her
from truly appreciating their beauty during the
cold winter months.
Joshua McManis '97 is a specialistin the United
States Army. He is currently a student at the U.S.
Army Medical Department Center and School,
located at Fort Sam Houston,San Antonio, Texas.
His specialty is a Medical LaboratorySpecialist
(MOS: 91 K). After completingthe course, he will
be transferred to his permanent duty station,

Iowa.

located at Fort Detrick, Frederick, Md., at the U.S.

Amy

Army

Dennis '95 is attendingTrinity Lutheran
Seminary in Columbus, Ohio.
Eric Foster '95 of Washington,D.C., is communications director for U.S. Rep. Eddie Bernice Johnson
(D-Texas) and presidentof the Congressional
Black Associates (CBA), which focuses on professional development for African-American staff
members. He was on C-Span on Saturday, March
28,

1998.

Barton Hisgen '95 and Cynthia Miller '95 are vol-

Medical Research Institute of Infectious

Marie, Jan.

1997.

Mary Michail'90 and

Dec.

1997.
Grant Scott '91 and Denise Davis, Jan. 3, 1998.
Sharon B. Savellano '91 and Jeffrey J. Sikkenga,
Oct. 25, 1997.
Jason Gillard '92 and Hui-Ching
'93

and Stephen Ellis, Sept. 20,

Dawn Snyder '94 and George
20,

Berridge

1,

Jr.,

Travis Wiersma '94 and Megan Anderson
Nov. 15, 1997, Holland, Mich.
John Bateman IV '97 and Anita Van Engen

'97,

Martin Balk '84 and Melissa Prins-Balk, Cy

Natasha Hoekstra '97 Peoples of Grand Haven,
Mich., will be entering the nursing program at
Grand Valley State University this summer.
Anne Schairbaum '97 of Carmel, Ind., is the information and referral servicesprogram directorwith
United Way of Johnson County in Franklin, Ind.
Joel Smith '97 of Kalamazoo, Mich., is a project

Natasha L. Hoekstra '97 and Michael W.
Peoples Jr., May 17, 1997.

manager with OIK (Ornamental Iron

1997.

Sept. 18, 1997.

'98,

Disease.

1997.

Anne Marie Lents
18,

.

Englishman,Jacob Wyatt, Oct. 22, 1997.
Mary Hofmeyer '83 Lorence and James
Lorence, Olivia Rose, May 29, 1997.
Cindi Paff '83 Pope and Clay Pope, Taylor Bell,

Feb.

Dec.

20,

1998.

12,

Bloemendaal '82 Besser and Stan Besser,

Nora Tanis '83 Englishman and Ken

1997.

Hudsonville, Mich.

1998,

RichardLupkes '81 and Lisa Lupkes, Brendan
Paul, Feb.

22,

1997, Brookfield,111.
Stephen Schmidt '93 and Caroline, Nov.

Jill Leisten, Rachel Ann,

1997.

Max Joseph, Feb. 13, 1998.
Mary Jo Gray '83 Chime and Michael Chime,
Melissa Ngozi, May 3, 1995; Nkechi Camille, April

'92,

Sept. 17, 1994, Detroit,Mich.

Marianne Disse

31,

Amy
Kuang

1998.

27,

Ross Leisten '81 and

Rafik Wahba, July 19,

'97

Martin, Dec.

1997.

25,

Anne Rempe
Thiros, June

and John Connolly, Aug.

'85

and James Thiros, Madison K.

1997.

17,

Stephen Vaughan '85 and Lisa Vaughan,

1997, Dublin, Ireland.

Allison,Jan.

4,

1994; Bethany, Feb. 24, 1996.

Jim Hop '86 and Tina Hop, Ethan James,
6,

Births

of

Beth Weisiger '86 Lomnitzerand Bruce
Lomnitzer, Caroline Joan, June

cations director with U.S. Rep. Ron Packard

Kalamazoo) Industries.
Trevor Starnes '97 of Indianapolis, Ind., is pursuing his MD/PhD in biochemistryand molecular
biology at Indiana University. He recently
received the Kathleen Ross Fellowshipfrom the
Mortar Board National Foundation,which conducts a national competition each year for Mortar
Board members who are pursuing graduate and
professional degrees.

Erin Hildegard, Dec.

(R-Calif.).

Stephen Vandenberg'95 of Wyckoff, N.J., is a
physicaltherapist for Health Tour, a traveling
therapy company.
Matthew Bakker '96 is an accountmanager with
Microway Systems in Lincolnwood,111.
Colin Connaire '96 of Fraser,Mich., is a first-year
student at Wayne State University Law School.
Sara DeCair '96 of Lansing, Mich., is a physicist
with the Department of EnvironmentalQuahty of
the State of Michigan.
Shawn McManus '96 of Holland, Mich., is a high
school teacher and varsity coach with the Holland

Tyler

unteers with the Reformed Church in America,
this

and

month are beginningtwo years of service in

Ethiopia.
Justin Nottingham '95 of Mt. Pleasant, Mich., is

attendinggraduate school at Central Michigan
University.

Adam Schwartz '95 of

Arlington, Va.,

is

communi-

Jeremy Monty '96 is an executive assistantwith
Expert Witness Index with Defense Research
Chicago,

Marriages

111.

David Nicholson '96 of Aubum Hills, Mich., completed a one-year master of arts in global
marketing, communicationsand advertising
through a program in Brussels, Belgium, after
graduation. The experience included an internship
with Leo Burnett Advertising in London, England.
In December of 1997 he joined EDS in customer
relations,and works with the Oldsmobileaccount
in Pontiac, Mich.
Mark Rautiola '96 of Holland, Mich., recently
worked at Kandu Industries as a Job Club instructor, and writes,"I really enjoy this job and consider
Kandu to be a great company." He is a youth
group leader at his home church of Lakeshore
Vineyard in Holland, and plays drums on the
worship team there. He notes that his long-range
goal is to join a prayer counseling ministry or counselingof some sort.
Jennifer Whitesell '96 began teaching a 12-week
dance class at Caledonia(Mich.) Middle School on
Friday, Jan. 23, 1998. The class was offered through
the Master Arts Company, an organization that
teaches several art forms with a Christian emphasis.

Brooke Budde '97 of Silver Spring, Md., is working
on breast cancer gene therapy for the National
Institutesof Health in Bethesda, Md. She will be
attending medical school at Michigan State
University in August.
Janet Doughty '97 of Newark, Del., is the communications assistant with the Pennsylvania
Humanities Council, the state affiliateof the
National Endowment for the Humanities,responsible for publications and some public relations
work. Her office is just a block away from
IndependenceHall and the Liberty Bell in

Marta Mieras '85 and James Altizer, Dec.
David Novaez '85 and Melissa Smith, Oct.

Frank Gauntt '97 is an assistantgolf professional
with the Kalamazoo (Mich.) Country Club.
Todd Hart '97 of Johnson City, Tenn., is a field representative with Deutsche Financial Services, a
DeutscheBank Group, of Atlanta, Ga.
Amy (Ami) Hinderer '97 is in her first year at
Vanderbilt University School of Law. Her e-mail
address is: amy.e.hinderer@Vanderbilt.Edu
Jodi James '97 is busy pursuing an MS degree in
biomedical engineeringfrom the Universityof
Vermont. She is also teaching beginningmodem
dance at UVM, rehearsing and choreographingfor
the UVM dance company and taking ballet classes.
Besides school and dance, she has taken up other

9,

4,

1997.

Pamela Gregory '86 and Gary Bartz, Jan. 24,
Susan Walter '88 and Carl Hayashi, May 25,
1997, Jackson Hole,

Wyo.

Dave A. Gibson '89 and Amy

Keep

J.

Docter, Dec. 13,

in touch

1997.

27,

Oct. 22, 1997.

Mark Laverman '88 and Michelle Baker

'89

Newborn tripletsClaire,Jake and
Grace Juracka put Hope attire to
good use. Their parents are Donna
Wagner '91 Juracka and Bob Juracka

Laverman, John Brett, Jan. 7, 1998.
Jill Schrotenboer '88 Rhoades and Peter
Rhoades '89, Christian Dale, April 27, 1997.
Jim Van Eenenaam '88 and Sblenda Van
Eenenaam, Claire Frances, Sept. 4, 1997.
Chad Bergman '89 and Tammy Bergman, Peter

(please see the listing following).

Christian,June

17,

1997.

Kimberly King '89 Kingshott and Kevin
Kingshott '90, Elisa Paige, May 12, 1997 (joins sister
Conley Zomermaand '77 and Patricia Tillou,
Arden Patrick Tillmaand, Dec. 2, 1997.
Audrey Veldman ’78 and Kim Wilson,Alison
Marie Veldman Wilson, Jan. 21, 1998 (joinssister

Elizabeth Anne, age three).

Nora, age three).

Daniel Arthur, Oct. 27, 1997.

Tresa Harrison 79 Northuisand Rich Northuis

1998, Livonia, Mich.

Marci Ann, bom Feb. 7, 1994, was adopted on
Nov. 18, 1997, in Armiver,Russia.
JonathanJellema '81 and Gail Jellema, Hannah
'80,

Stacey Jekel '89 Kuiper and Tom Kuiper '89,
Maxwell Thomas, Sept. 4, 1997.
Marcia Henke '89 Mitchell and Bruce Mitchell,

Gregory Vinstra '89 and ChristineVinstra,
Morgan Mae, May 25, 1997.
Marde Peplinski '89 Weeber and Steve Weeber
'90,

Emma

Joy,

Feb.

15,

1997.

through

Does the alumni office have your current name and address? Has there been a recent change in your marital
status? Would you prefer Hope used a differentform of your name (Jane Van Doe vs. Mrs. John Van Doe, for
instance)?Note the number of spaces per line available.

name
street

Philadelphia.

EB

Erin,

1994.
1997, St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands.

1997.

Brad Kokmeyer '88 and Audra Kokmeyer, Jane
RacheUe,Dec. 23, 1997.
Heidi Gadde '88 Kolb and Keith Kolb, Emily

Downers Grove, 111.,
is attending DePaul College of Law in Chicago, 111.
James VanNoord '97 is a text programmerfor
Logos Research Inc. in Oak Harbor, Wash.
Ross Vrieze '97 of Like City, Mich., is a special
education teacher at McBain (Mich.) Middle
of

School.

21,

Melinda Scholten '86 Macisco and Dominick S.
Macisco Jr., Tyler James.
Kevin Shoemaker '87 and Beth Ann Booher '90
Shoemaker, Kyria Rebekah,Jan. 22, 1998.
Marvin Baldwin '88 and Amy Braksick'89
Baldwin, Carolyn Margaret, Dec. 11, 1997.
Rob Buit '88 and Denise Buit, Evan Paul and

Mary Jo Gray '83 and MichaelChime, Feb. 19,

Public Schools.

Institute in

VanLonkhuyzen'97

March

1998.

__
__

e-mail address

We want

to

Notes

_

____

__

class of

_

keep in touch, so please use this form to inform and update us.

_

We

look forward to hearing from you.

Send to: Alumni News; Hope College Public Relations;141 E. 12th St.; P.O. Box 9000, Holland, MI 49422-9000
Alumni News can also be e-mailed to news from Hope College at: alumni@lwpe.edu
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Jill Bemson '89 Weigle and Matthew Weigle '89,
Noah Andrew, Nov. 28, 1997.
Paul Bright '90 and Lori Bright, Evan Michael,

Jan.

29,

1998.

Brett

Shawn

Erskine '90 Landstraand Steve
Landstra, Carly Ann, Dec. 13, 1997.
John Mitchell'90 and Michelle Imhoff '92
Mitchell,Mackenzie Renee, Sept. 25, 1997.
Anne Roos '90 Potyraj and John Potyrai, Joshua
John, Dec.

20,

1997.

Dawn Bowen
Rose, Feb.

14,

'90

Wood

and Jeffrey Wood, Julia

28,

Kierin Givens '93, master's in counseling,
Gordon-Conwellin Massachusetts,December,
1997.

Matt Erickson

'94, doctor of chiropractic.

Palmer College of Chiropractic in Davenport, Iowa,
Feb. 20, 1998.

Michael Matison '95, master's,chemistry,
Indiana University,spring, 1998.

Stephen Vandenberg

'95,

master's in physical

therapy, NorthwesternUniversity MedicalSchool,
Chicago,

111.,

November, 1997.

1997.

BreannaKatherine, Jan. 29, 1998.
Janine Lenhart '91 Myers and John Myers,
Lauren Elizabeth,Jan. 11, 1998.
Lisa Harrison '91 Price and Fred Price, Harrison
Terrell, Aug. 8, 1997.
Karen Kleinheksel '91 Ware and Chip Ware,

Deaths

'91,

Word
Hala
1998.

25,

1997.

Aaron Boyd '92 and Jody Boyd, Connor
Thomas, Oct. 16, 1997.
Tracy Piasecki '92 Decker and Bruce Decker,
Reid Patrick,Dec.

28,

1997.

Jill Gallagher '92

McManus '96, Kylee

McManus and Shawn

Alison, 1997.

Kate Elenbaas'92 Voetberg and Jeff Voetberg,
Margaret Grace, Jan.

27,

1998.

Andrea Samuelson '93 Critchfield and Ryan
Critchfield,
Emma May, July 3, 1997.
Allison Craig '93 Solis and Pedro Solis, Luke,
1997.

Kristy

Friday, Nov. 28, 1997. He was 92.

He was bom on April 6, 1905, in West Sayville,
N.Y. He earned a graduate degree in 1928 from the
University of Michigan, and in 1932 earned a doctorate in zoologyfrom Johns Hopkins University.
He was a researcher at the Bermuda Biological
Station,at the Mount Desert Island BiologicalLab
in Bar Harbor, Maine, and at Woods Hole Marine
Biological Lab. His research encompassed the
comparativehistology of fishes and studies in calcification,biomineralization, histochemistry

and

marine biology.
He was a consultant for the U.S. Bureau of
Fisheriesand for the U.S. Public Health Service. He

Kronemeyer'94 Link and Rob

Jakob Mikel, Jan.

Allen,

Gerrit Bevelander'26 of Carmel, Calif., died on

Jason Bomers '92 and Renee Gauthier '92
Bomers, Timothy Jason, Dec.

has been received of the death of Frances

who died on Monday, March 23,
More informationwill appear in the next

'65

18,

Link,

1998.

Denise Walters '95 Katerberg and Marc

had also been an instructor in biology at Union
University in New York and a professor of histology at New York University, and a department

Katerberg, Eli Arend, Sept. 30, 1997.

head and professor of histology at the University of

Valerie Pacheco '96 Shurlow and Chuck
Shurlow, Danielle Ray, bom August, 1996; Anna
May, bom August,1997.
Natasha Hoekstra '97 Peoples and Michael

Texas Dental School in Houston.

Peoples

Jr.,

Jacob Michael, Oct. 3, 1997.

Since moving to Carmel about 25 years ago, he
had been a consultant to Monterey Abalone Farms,

had lectured at Hopkins Marine Station and had
written Abalone: Gross and Fine Structure,published
by

Advanced Degrees
Thomas Gouwens '72,

DMA

in organ perfor-

mance and church music. University of Kansas,
Fall, 1997.

Mary Jo Gray '83 Chime, M.B.A., business
administration and policy,1995.

Mark Rebhan

'85,

MBA

in

marketing manage-

ment, Miami (Ohio) University, December, 1997.

Susan Walter '88 Hayashi, Ph.D., Michigan
State

University,January, 1998.

Jim Van Eenenaam '88, MBA, Pepperdine
University,December, 1997.
Kim Krapp '91 McManaman, master's (SLMS),
Library and Information Science department,
Wayne State University, Dec. 18, 1997.
JeffreyNoorman '91, juris doctor. The Detroit
College of Law at Michigan State University, May,
1997.

was 28.
He was bom on Aug. 23, 1969, in Portsmouth,
Va., and moved with his family to Traverse City,

Boxwood Press in

Pacific

Grove, Calif.

He had previously written four books on histology that were used as textbooks for dental,nursing
and medical schools.
He was a member of the Carmel Foundation
and a number of professional associations,including the American Association of Anatomists,the
Society of ExperimentalBiology and Medicine, and
the American Association for the Advancement of
Science,and a fellow of the New York Academy of
Science. He was named one of the eminent men of
science by Life magazine in January of 1950.
He was also a collector of early American
antiques.

He was a 1988 graduate of Traverse City Senior
High School. He was a summa cum laude graduate
of Hope, where he majored in English and political
science,and was named to Mortar Board and Phi
Beta Kappa. He was a member of the men's basketball team at Hope, earning academic
all-conference honors. After Hope, he earned his
teaching certification from the University of
Michigan.
He was a reporter for the MichiganDaily and
the ChelseaStandard/DexterLeader newspapers.
Survivorsinclude his wife, Karen Knapp '92
Bishop; his parents, Ginny and Doug Bishop of
TraverseCity; his brother, Matthew; Iris grandmothers, Patricia Bishop of Mesa, Ariz., and
Margaret Knight of Au Gres, Mich.; and aunts,
uncles and cousins.
He was preceded in death by his grandfathers,
John Knight and Alfred Bishop, and a cousin, Brian
Bishop.

David Blisk '73 of Maple City, Mich., died on
Wednesday, March 4, 1998. He was 49.
He was bom on March 13, 1998, in Rockford, 111.
He served in the U.S. Army in Vietnam from 1967
to 1968, and then attended Hope on the GI Bill. He
earned his master's degree from Central Michigan
University in 1990.

He was a

family counselor. His interests

Bevelander of San Francisco,Calif., and

Alexanderof Sonoma, Calif.; a brother,Donald,
of Sayville, N.Y.; one grandchild; and two

Jill

great-grandchildren.
Scott C. Bishop '92 of

Ann

Arbor, Mich., died

of a brain tumor on Sunday, March 15, 1998. He

Survivors include his mother, Helen Blaszcyk
and his stepfather, Barney Garbarek of Chicago,
111.; and Iris brother, Daniel Wojtas and his wife and
their daughter, all of Rockford.

Here are some ways to reach
Hope College through cyberspace.
To send news from Hope College
an alumni news update (or change
of address, etc.) via Internet:

To receive the daily Hope Sports
Report free via Internet: You need
only send your e-mail address to:

alumni@hope.edu

alumni@hope.edu

To reach the Hope College home
page on the World Wide Web:

To put yourself or someone you
knoiv on the Hope admissions
mailing list via Internet, write:

http:/

/

www.hope.edu/

Hope's newly redesignedWeb site
includes events and alumni news
listings, as well as academic and
administrative departmental pages.
Like the rest of the Web, Hope's site is
ever-growing and ever-evolving.
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admissions@hope.edu
(The office requests the name

of the

person doing the submitting; the
name of the student [if not the same];
and the student's home address,
school, home phone number, academic
interest and year of graduation.)

Donald

E.

DeWitt

on Thursday,Feb.

5,

'50 of

Greenville,N.C., died

1998. He was 72.

He was a veteran of the U.S. Navy. He graduated from the Wayne School of Medicine,and
served his internship at ButterworthHospital in
Grand Rapids, Mich.
A family physicianemployed by the ECU
School of Medicinesince 1985, he was a member of
the American Medical Association and the
American Academy of Family Physicians.
He was a member of First Pentecostal Holiness
Church in Kinston, N.C.
Survivors include his wife, Jane; children,Tim

and Maureen DeWitt of Northville,Mich., Jan and
Marc Marcus of Holland,Mich., Mary and Tom
Purmort of Bethel Park, Pa., and Don and Lori
DeWitt of Holland; 11 grandchildren; and a sister,
William and Delores Stob of West Palm Beach, Ha.
Kenneth Goodwin '66

of

Fallsburg,N.Y., died

on Monday, Sept. 22, 1997. He was 56.
The son of the late Cicero and Minnie Lee Jarrell

Goodwin, he was born on Oct. 31, 1940, in
Monticello, N.Y. He was a veteran of the Vietnam

Esther Bogart '47 of Douglas,Mich., died on
Monday, Jan. 26, 1998. She was 72.
She had lived in Douglas for the past five years,
coming from East Williston, Long Island, New
York. She had worked at Lord & Taylor, and
Payne, Wood and Littlejohnof New York.
She was a member of the Brookville (N.Y.)
ReformedChurch and Community Church of
Douglas, and of the Hope Academy of Senior
Professionals(H.A.S.P.)at Hope.
Survivorsinclude a sister, Janet Wolbrink of
Fennville,Mich.; and nieces and nephews.

Thomas Boslooper '45
died on Sunday,Jan.

11,

of

Palm Harbor, Ha.,

1998. He was 74.

He earned a B.D. from Western Theological
Seminary in 1947, and a Ph.D. from Columbia
University in 1954.

He had served

as a

minister with the

gregations of Closter in
Pella, Iowa;

New

RCA

con-

Jersey; Second in

and Second in Schenectady,N.Y.

Other positions included teaching at Unification
TheologicalSeminary in Tarrytown, N.Y., and
serving as a research associateat BarnardCollege,
Columbia University.

War.
He was

a self-employed
tax consultant. He was
a member of Woodbourne (N.Y.) Reformed

Church.
Survivors include his sister, Mary Elaine
Goodwin, of New York City.

Edwin F. Grunst

'35 of South Haven, Mich.,

died on Wednesday, Jan.

28, 1998. He was 84.
He came to South Haven in 1936, after completing an M.A. at the University of Michigan.
He worked for the South Haven Public Schools
for 38 years, and in addition to teaching was also
the high school principaland assistantsuperintendent. A portion of his career in the school system
was shared with two other Hope College graduates
who served in the administration:Frederick O.
Norlin '36, superintendent, and the late Adrian G.

Slikkers'40, high school principal.

He served on

South Haven City Council for
Van Buren County
Transportation Association, and president of the
South Haven Memorial Library Board.
He was also a long-timemember of Kiwanis
and The First Congregational Church. In the early
the

three years as chair of the

years of the Blueberry Association he served as its

Kaye Rottschafer '35 Cook of Hockessin, Del.,
died on Sunday, Feb. 1, 1998. She was 84.
She was the daughter of the late William
Rottschafer '05 and Carrie Brink Rottschafer. She
had taught third grade in the Alfred I. du Pont

part-time manager,and he received recognition as
Blueberry Pioneer.

a

Survivorsinclude his wife of 55 years, Mary
Ruth; three sons, James and Maureen, David and

Cheri, and John and

Jill;

four grandchildren,

School District for 22 years, retiring in 1978.

Carolyn, Jason, Katherine and Eric; a sister, Lenore

She was a member of Concord Presbyterian
Church and its choir, and was a soloist.She sang
with the Wilmington Opera Society for about 10

Holzinger of Grand Haven, Mich.; and several
nieces and nephews.
He was precededin death by his parents,Marie
and Otto Grunst, of Grand Haven, Mich.

years.

Hope online

Darien.

included hunting and fishing.

Survivors include his wife, Alice; two daughters, Karen

She was bom on March 9, 1966, in AtlanticCity,
N.J. She graduated from Hinsdale South High
School in Darien, 111., as well as Hope.
She was a manager in marketingrelationswith
CCC Information Sendeesof Chicago, HI.
She was a member of Lord of Life Lutheran
Church in Darien. She enjoyedsnow skiing and
traveling,and had been active with the cancer
support group at St. Joseph Hospital in Chicago.
Survivors include her husband,Gerrit T. Corell
'90 of Chicago; her parents,Samuel H. and Laura E.
Ramont of Darien; a brother, Samuel Ramont of
Island Lake, 111.; and a sister, Laura Ramont of

Mich., in 1977.

issue.

Renee Elizabeth,Jan. 15, 1998.

5,

Chicago,

Folkert'93, master of science. University of

Janel Reynolds'91 Kooienga and Joel Kooienga

Dec.

in

Colorado, December, 1997.

1998.

Kimberly Fisk '91 Boelema and John Boelema,
Casey Benjamin, Jan. 9, 1998.
Mary Beth Herin '91 Davis and Jim Davis,
Hannah Rebecca, Jan. 1, 1998.
Donna Wagner '91 Jurackaand Bob Juracka,
Claire Catherine, Jake Robert and Grace Frances,
Oct.

Jennifer Joyce '91 Pedley, master's of jurispru-

dence in childlaw, Loyola Law School
111., August,1997.

She was a member of the DuPont Country
Club, the American Associationof University
Women's Landmark Group and Wells Memorial
Presbyterian Church of Avalon, N.J. She was a
water colorist who had exhibitedher work at
Concord Presbyterian Church.
She was preceded in death by her husband,
Gordon S. Cook '37, in 1992.
Survivors include two sons, Leigh G. Cook of
Greenville,Del., and JeffreyL. Cook '72 of
Centreville, Del.; a daughter,Sharon Cook ’62
Robbins of Greenville; two sisters.Marguerite
Rottschafer '31 Rozeboom of Harrison, Ark., and
Wilma Rottschafer '35 Van Wieren of Holland,
Mich.; and five granddaughters.
Survivors also include nieces and nephews
who attendedHope, including Glenn Van Wieren
'64, Clare Van Wieren '66, Carrie Van Wieren '69,
Jonathan Glerum '72 and Susan Glerum '75 Van
Voorst. In addition, she had two brothers attend
Hope: the late Gerald Rottschafer '33 and the late

Don E. Ingham '47 of Gabon, Ohio, died on
Thursday,Jan. 1, 1998. He was 72.
He was bom in Holland, Mich., on July 17, 1925,
the son of the late Herbert O. and Mae (Dejonge)
Ingham. He married Mary E. (Holmquist) Ingham,
who survives him, on June 9, 1951.
He attended the University of Michigan for two
years before Hope. He received his medical degree
in 1951 from Boston University School of Medicine,
and from there interned at DetroitReceiving
Hospital, where he spent a year in internalmedi-

William Rottschafer '38.

cine.

Jeannine Ramont '89 Corell of Chicago,111.,
died on Wednesday, March 4, 1998, following a
battle with cancer. She was 31.

He then served as a medical officer in the U.S.
After the army, he returned to Detroit
Receiving Hospital,where he completedhis
general surgical residency. He then served as an

Warren Hietbrink'47 of Worthington,Minn.,
died on Monday, Feb. 23, 1998, of a heart attack.

He was

71.

following RCA congregations: First, Peoria,111.; Rock Rapids, Iowa;
Emmanuel, Paramount, Calif.; First Roseland,
Chicago, 111.; and First, Sheldon, Iowa.
Survivors include his wife, Martha.

He had served the

Army.

m

assistant professorof surgery at

Wayne State

Crazy for You. He was also a conductor.

Fie was also

University.

He came to Galion in 1960 and began his
general surgery practice, retiring in 1990. An
active participant in the Medical Staff
Organizationat Galion Community Hospital, he
was several times chief of staff and chief of
surgery. He was a Fellow of the American College
of Surgeons, and a member of the American
Medical Association,the Ohio State Medical
Associationand

the Midwest

Surgical

Association.

He was a past campaign chair of United Way
of Galion,and a

member

of First Presbyterian

a

cosmetologist,working
part-time at the Hairporium in Flushing. He was
active in the Genesee County Cosmetology
Association, serving as president during 1993-94.
He was also on the Board of Directors.
Survivorsincludehis parents, Donald E. Sr.
and Etta of Jenison, Mich.; brothers, Rodger of
Hudsonville,Mich., Bemie and Judy of Byron
Center, Mich., and Scott and Laura of Ravenna,
Mich.; a sister, Julie and Randy of Caledonia,
Mich.; a life-long friend, Daniel Eichom; and
several nieces and nephews, Jennifer, Lindsey,
Lisa, Jamie, Kristi, Jesse, Chris, Katie, Nick and

Church.

Dillon.

two
sons and daughters-in-law,
William and Nancy
Ingham of Lincoln, Neb., and Robert and Julie
Ingham of Toledo, Ohio; two daughters and
sons-in-law, Barbara and Clark Kuipers of

Peelen '27, who died on Thursday,March

In addition to his wife, survivors include

Holland, and Laura and David Boyd of Granville,

Ohio; six grandchildren,Sally, Scott and Lisa
Ingham, Kaitlinand Victoria Kuipers, and Taylor
Boyd; a sister and brother-in-law, Carolyn and
Edgar Chandler of Media, Pa.; and a sister-in-law,
Beverly Ingham of Commerce Township, Mich.
He was precededin death by a brother, Robert
Ingham.
Clifford Richard Keizer '39 of Socorro, N.M.,
died on Wednesday, Jan.

21,

1998. He was 79.

He was bom on March 19, 1918, near Forest
Grove, Mich., to Gerrit C. and Nettie Ter Haar
Keizer.He earned a Ph.D. in physical chemistry
from the University of Illinois in 1943.
He was elected to membershipin Phi Beta
Kappa, Phi Lambda Upsilon, Phi Kappa Phi and
Sigma Xi. He was also a member of the Zeta
chapter of Alpha Chi Sigma.
He worked at the Central Research
Laboratories of the Monsanto Chemical Company
in Dayton,Ohio. In 1946, he became an assistant
professor of chemistry at Western Reserve
University.In 1948, he became a professor of
chemistry and chair of the natural science division
of Central College in Pella, Iowa.
From 1957 to 1962, he was professor of physical chemistry at the Bandung Instituteof
Technologyin Bandung, Indonesia,with the
Kentucky Contract Team under the International
CooperationAdministration.From 1959 to 1962,
he was chief of party.
From 1962 to 1964, he taught at Lindenwood
Collegein St. Charles, Mo. From 1964 until his
retirement in 1984, he taught at the New Mexico
Institute of Mining and Technology, servingas
chair of the Chemistry Department for six years
and servingas acting academic dean on three
occasions.

He was

a

member

CentralNew Mexico Section. In 1982, he was
awarded the John Dustin Clark Medal.
He was an active member of the Socorro
Presbyterian Church, where he served as an elder.
He was active in the Senior Citizen's Club of
Socorro and the Educational Retirees'Association,
and had served as president of both.
His interestin music includedsinging, directing and organ playing. He also enjoyed
gardening.
He was preceded in death by his brother,
Gregg, in 1975, and by his son, Richard Paul, in

More information

5,

1998.

appear in the next issue.

will

two

daughters, Janis Nichols and Mrs. Robert (Mary

Lynn) Peidle, both of Sharon; two sons, James E.
of Sharon and Joseph E. of Hermitage; his
mother, of Hermitage;two sisters, Patty Wayland
and Marlene Roberts, both of Hubbard; 12 grandchildren; and two great-grandchildren.
He was preceded in death by a son, Morgan L,

retirement in 1993.
His

Judith Marks '69 Piotter of Deerfield, Mich.,
died on Friday, Dec. 19, 1997. She was 50.
She was born on March 4, 1947, in Adrian,
Mich., the daughterof Kenneth and Olive (Johns)
Marks.
She marriedLarry A. Piotter, who survives her,
on Aug. 21, 1970.
She graduated from BlissfieldHigh School.
She received her teaching degree from Hope, and
worked as an elementary school teacher in the
Ousted School District.
She was a member of St. John's Lutheran
Church in Riga, Mich.
In addition to her husband, survivors include
her father, Kenneth Marks of Britton, Mich.; a
daughter, Amy Tillman of Toledo, Ohio; three
sons, Stephen Piotter of Adrian, Mich., Brian
Piotterof Garden City, Mich., and Joshua Piotter
of Deerfield; one sister, Carol Steih of Riga; one
brother, Jerry Marks of Britton; and two grandchildren, Blake Sylvain and Alysia Tillman.
She was preceded in death by her mother,
Olive Marks, and one brother, Gary Marks.
Benjamin Plasman
on Saturday, Feb.

28,

'36 of

in

many

professional affiliations included the

Associationfor Computing Machinery (artificial
intelligence),
the American Statistical Association,
the British Computer Society,the American
PsychologicalAssociation, the American
Association for the Advancementof Science and
the

New

Jersey Academy of Science.

After 33 years of institutionalresearch, he
retired from Princeton and focused his attentionon
local history. He served as presidentof the
SomersetCounty HistoricalSociety.
He was an active member of the Third
Reformed Dutch Church in Raritan,N.J., where he
served as deacon, elder and clerk of consistory. He
was twice a delegate to the GeneralSynod of the
Reformed Church in America. He also served on
the denomination's
Theological Commission.
Survivors include his wife, Abigail

Jr.

McKinney

Studdifordand his sister, Helen M. Kleis (Mrs.
Carl) of Southampton, Pa.

E.

1954.

Word has been received of the death of Robert
Thomas '63 of Elk Grove, Calif., who died on

Saturday, March

1997, due to an aneurysm.

15,

Survivors include a sister, Nancy Jackson, of Elk

Walter B. Studdiford'50 died at his life-long
home in Bridgewater,N.J., on Monday, Feb. 2,
1998. He was 70.
While at Hope, he was editor of The Anchor, a
member of the Blue Key NationalHonor Society
and named to Who's Who in AmericanCollegesand
Universities.He earned his doctorate in psychology from the University of Minnesota in 1960.
He was the author of Willing in Androids, a
seminal article in which he addressedthe concept
of the soul of a robot. While at Minnesota,he was
part of the Ford Foundation Research Project on

Grove.
Florence Damstra '39 Vander Vliet of Holland,
Mich., died on Sunday, March

Bom and

1,

1998. She was 80.

raised in Holland, she was a graduate

of Holland High School. She also graduatedfrom
Butterworth School of Nursing, in 1940 as an

RN.

She was a former member of First Christian
Reformed Church of Cutlerville,Mich., and was a
member of Heritage Reformed Community
Church in Holland.
Survivors include her husband of 58 years,
Daniel; children,Mary and Wes Douma of

personality formulation.

He joined Princeton University in 1961 as a lecpsychology.Later he was appointed

Cutlerville, Sue

turer in

and Gordon Vander Kam

of

Holland, Mich., died

1998. He was 84.

Why Not

He graduated from Holland High School. He
was a member of Third Reformed Church, where
he served as Sunday school superintendent, elder
and a Boy Scout leader.
He was a charter member of the Holland Area
Historical Society, and was a local historian and

Stay

At

The Best Location
In Town?

lecturer.

Survivorsinclude his wife, Elizabeth; daughBeth Mahr and son Bruce, both of Holland;
brothers-in-law, Walter Van Ry of Holland,and
Lester and EleanorVan Ry of Zeeland,Mich.; a
sister-in-law,Mrs. Henry Van Ry of Holland; and
nephews and nieces.

ter,

James Pritchard '51 of Hermitage,Pa., died on
Thursday, Feb. 5, 1998. He was 71.
He was bom on Nov. 12, 1926, in Sharon,Pa.,
to James H. and M. Esther Dodds Pritchard. He
was a 1945 graduateof Sharon High School.
He was a veteranof the U.S. Navy, serving
during World War D. He had also been an officer
with the Civil Air Patrol, Ohio wing. He married
the former Margaret "Marge" Williams, who survives him, on June

Survivors include his wife of 54 years,Ruth; his

daughter,Linda McNatt of Albuquerque, N.M.,
and her two children,Destry, stationed in Tucson,
Ariz., with the U.S. Air Force, and Kimberly of
Albuquerque; his sisters, Gladys Keizer and her
companionBob Richie of Henderson, Nev., and
Bernice Fowler and her husband Joe of Walden,
N.Y.; sister-in-law, Evelyn Keizer of Seattle,
Wash.; and an uncle, aunts, cousins, nieces and
nephews.

Donald Kolkman
20,

Jr.

'71 of Flushing, Mich.,

1998. He was 50.

He was bom in Grand Rapids, Mich., on Feb. 2,
1948. He held a master's degree from Eastern
Michigan University.
He began his teachingcareer in Westwood
Heights and for the last 24 years had been a
teacher and counselor in the Clio Area Schools.
He was active in the Clio Cast and Crew, the
new Vic Dinner Theater and the Flint Community
Players. Some of his major performanceswere in
Jacques Brel, Side by Side by Sondheim, Joseph and
the Amazing TechnicolorDreamcoat, Carousel,
Godspell,Rose Marie, South Pacific and The Wizard of
Oz. His other theatricalcontributions included
vocal direction for Oklahoma!,Hello Dolly and

8,

1946.

He

did graduate work at Michigan State
University, earning a degree in engineeringin
1959.

He

1977.

ED

In addition to his wife, survivors include

has been received of the death of John

assistantregistrar, a position that he held until his

of the American Chemical

Society for more than 50 years, and chairedthe

died on Friday, Feb.

Word

master of Sharon Council48; past commander of
Rebecca Commandry 50 Knight Templar; past
treasurer of El Bika Grotto, Sharon; past royal
patron of the Order of the Amaranth Farrell Court
120; and past watchman of Shepherds of Trinity,
Shrine 42 of Warren, and Shepherds of Sharon
Shrine 8, Order of the White Shrine of Jerusalem.
He had a lifetimeappointment as grand representativefrom the Grand Councilof South Carolina,
and was a member of the Silver Trowel.
He was a Red Cross instructor,having taught
cardiopulmonary resucitation and first aid. He
also read for the Keystone Blind Association of
Sharon. He was also a local radio celebrity,
hosting the Saturday morning WPIC "Senior
Citizens Update."

retired

from the former Wean United

Haworth Inn & Conference Center

Industries of Warren, Ohio, where he was a design

engineerfor 22 years. He subsequentlyworked
for Allied-GatorIndustries of Warren and was a
teacher at Vision Quest in Franklin, Pa.
He was a charter member of East Side Church
(Baptist-Disciples of Christ), where he was a
deacon, elder, chief usher, choir member, former
moderator and organizer of Troop 23 of the Boy
Scouts of America.
Active in Scouting, he was a past district committee and training chair, and roundtable
commissioner. He had earned various Scouting
awards, including the Clubmaster Key,
ScoutmastersKey, Commissioners Key, Scouters
TrainingAward and Philmont TrainingAward,
two Arrows of Light for service to youth and tire
Silver Beaver Award.
He was vice president of the Wheatland-Mercer
County Coin Club, and an active member of the
American Association of Retired Persons Sharon
Chapter 3775, having served as a tax volunteer

and

community coordinator.
He had belonged to the Free and Accepted
Masons ShenangoLodge 668 of Sharon for 25
years, and was a former member of the Zem Zem
Shrine and its Legion of Honor. He was past high
priest of Norman Royal Arch Chapter 244; past
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Middleville, Mich., Karen and Leon Bronsinkof

Norma and Howard Glass of
Byron Center, Mich., and Donald and Donna
Schoolcraft,Mich.,

Vander Vliet of Holland; sisters, Mary and Gerard
Cook of Laguna Hills, Calif., and Mrs. Anne Jaarda
of Holland;in-laws, Martin and Kathy Vander
Vliet of Florida, and Clarenceand Ange Vander
Vliet, and Geneva Vander Vliet, all of Holland; and
nieces, nephews and cousins.

ly the Air National Guard, for 24 years, rising to the
rank of master sergeant.

He was

a

deputy sheriff

in

Allegan County.

He

had served in the Fennville,Mich., area for the last
six years.

He was a member of Oakland Christian
Reformed Church. He was also a member of the
9th Michigan Infantry Civil War Re-enactors.
Survivors include his wife, Maryjo; his children,

died on Saturday, Feb. 21, 1998. He was 81.

He pursued a master's degree in history at the
University of Nebraska.A veteran of the U.S.
Army, he had served in World War n.
Before retiring, he was an owner of The Little
Falls Laundry in Little Falls, N.J.
He was a member of Christ Memorial Church.
Survivorsinclude his wife, Ruth; two sons,
Craig Van Tatenhove of North Caldwell, N.J., and
Eric Van Tatenhoveof Anaconda, Mont.; six grandchildren;and one great-grandchild.
Leonard

J.

Vogelzang '74 of Oakland, Mich.,

died on Sunday, Jan. 11, 1998, following a battle
with brain cancer. He was 46.

He graduated from Holland Christian High
academy. In additionto
Hope, he had attended several U.S. Army training
School and the police
schools.

He was a veteranof

the Vietnam

War and

Desert Storm. He was in the military,most recent-

C John Westhof '42
Thursday, Jan.

He was bom

22,

in

of

Edmond, Okla., died on

1998. He was 77.

Grand Haven, Mich., on Feb. 16,

1920, to Christian J. and Amelia (Van Tol) Westhof,

She was bom in Martin, Mich. She had taught
elementaryclassesin Hastings, Mich., and English
at the InternationalSchool in Ommen, the

and graduatedfrom Grand Haven High School in
1938. He completeda bachelor of divinitydegree
at Western Theological Seminary in May of 1945.
He began his ministry in the Reformed Church,
at Saugerties,N.Y., later that summer. He subsequently served Presbyterian churches at
Whitesboro,Texas, beginningin 1949, and Tulia,
Texas, beginning in 1952. He took an extendedtrip
around the world in 1954, as a guest of the publisher of the Tulia Herald. He assumed the
pastorateof the First PresbyterianChurch in
Edmond in Februaryof 1955.
He was awarded the Valley Forge Freedom
Award on two occasions for his IndependenceDay
sermons. He was a 32nd degree Mason and an
associate member of Tau Kappa Epsilon

Netherlands.

InternationalFraternity.

Richard, Christi and Trisha; brothers, Mick and
Russell Van Tatenhove '37 of Holland, Mich.,

and Dirk Kramer of Drayton, Ontario, Canada;and
parents-in-law, Albert and Johanna
Westerveldof Bunnik.

her

Joan Vogelzang,Joel and Lynelle Vogelzang,and

Douglas Vogelzang,all of Holland, and Tim and
Mich.;
parents-in-law, Richard and Johanna Doezema of
Kentwood, Mich.; brother-in-law, Andrew and
Barbara Doezema of Lowell, Mich.; and aunts,
uncles,nephews, nieces and cousins.

Claire Vogelzang of Saranac,

Janet Elferink '70 Westerveld of Bunnik, the
Netherlands, died on Thursday, Jan.
was 49.

29,

1998. She

She had been a member of Martin Reformed
Church,and of Oude Dorpskerk in Bunnik.
Survivorsinclude her husband, Gijsbert;children, Mark and Wilma Westerveld of Bunnik;
parents, Dirk and Jean Elferink of Zeeland, Mich.;
brothers and sisters, Donald Elferink of Holland,
Mich., Donna and Dan Oster of Zeeland, and Linda

He

chaired the

Edmond Urban Renewal

pageants held at the University-

Beginningin 1969, following his pastorate in
Edmond, he was employed brieflyas a real estate
broker, insurance agent for The Equitable and a
salesman for the Miller-Norris Company. For
several years, he worked with the World
Neighbors organizationin Oklahoma City, in
charge of fund-raising through estate planning. He

was also pastor of the Bethel Congregational
Church, northwest of Edmond.
He

He

greatly expand Central State College

moved

to

Emporia, Kan., serving as an

next

moved

to Detroit,Mich., to become the

interim pastor of the First Congregational Church,
a

150-year-old congregation.

He served the Oklahoma Highway Patrol as
chaplain during the 1960s. He was also a chaplain
in the
a

Oklahoma Army National Guard, retiring as

lieutenantcolonel in 1980.

Survivorsincludehis daughter,Lynda Ruth
Adcock, her husband, Dick, and grandchildren
Rachel Juliette Perrin and Jeremy Joshua Perrin,of
Deer Creek (Edmond); and a son, Chris John
Westhof III and his wife Connie,and grandchildren Christian John Westhof IV and Courtney Erin

Edmond.
He was preceded in death by

Westhof, of

Authority during the 1960s, when the organization

worked to

later

interim pastor at the First Congregational Church.

his parents; a

brother, Don; and a son, Charles David, in 1975.

(now the University of Central Oklahoma).He
assisted as a spotter in the press box during high

was the
CSC/Miss Edmond beauty

school and college football games, and

emcee

for

several Miss

Olive Wishmeier '36 Winter of Bremen,Maine,
died on Sunday,Jan.

4, 1998. She was 82.
She was bom in Chicago, 111., the daughter of
Williamand Olive Hanahan Wishmeier,and subsequently moved with her family to Holland,
Mich., where she attended school. In addition to

Hope, she was a graduate of ColumbiaPresbyterian School of Nursing in New York City.

The Hope Experience

She married Robert H. Winter '37, who survives
Hollandon Aug. 3, 1943.

her, in

After working and teachinga brief time at
ColumbiaUniversity-Presbyterian Hospital, she
moved to Massachusettsin 1952. She taught for
several years at the Worcester Trade School's

School of Nursing, which was associated with

about growing intellectually and spiritually,

Hahnemann Hospital in that city.
She had been a member of the First Church

it’s

about building community,

Sterling,and since moving to Bremen after retire-

it’s

about memories that will last a lifetime.

it’s

of

ment in 1978 had been an activemember of Second
CongregationalChurch at Newcastle,Maine. A
library committee member, she often did book
reviews for the church and served on its board of
trustees.
She was a member of the Bremen Patriotic Club
and the Maine Weavers Guild, and served as a volunteer at the Bremen Town Library. She was an
avid weaver and loved gardening.
In addition to her husband, survivors include
three daughters, M. Jean Tarte of East Killingly,
Conn., Mary L. Winter of San Diego, Calif., and
Susan A. Winter of Cincinnati; a brother, Robert
Wishmeier of Columbus, N.C.; five grandchildren;
and five great-grandchildren.

Marian Klaassen'35 Zwemer of Punta Gorda,
on Saturday, Feb. 7, 1998. She was 84.
She was bom in Grand Rapids, Mich. She moved
Rorida in 1973, coming from St. Louis, Mo.
She was a member of First Presbyterian Church

Fla., died

to

of

Port Charlotte.
Survivors include her children, Jan Collins of

Lithonia, Ga.,
Calif.; and

and Andrew Swemer of Alamo,

three granddaughters.

Sympathy to
The family of Jordan ElizabethRalph, who
died in infancy on Sunday, March

8,

1998.

Survivors include her parents, Stephen'96 and
Julianne Ralph of Holland, Mich.; grandparents

Leola Ralph of Sebring,Ra., Mary Jillson of
Holland,and Frank and Bonnie Jillsonof Alto,
Mich.; great-grandparents; and aunts, uncles and
cousins.

As alumni of Hope, you can

make an impact

experience for over 2,900 students. Your

supports an outstanding faculty and

gift to

staff,

on the

The family of Naomi Ruth Roon of Holland,

Hope

the Alumni

Mich., who died on Monday, Feb.

Fund

an attractive and

well-equipped campus, and activities that build strong relationships.

9,

1998, at

age 64.

Survivors include her husband, Peter N.

Roon

'53; children, Patti Fritsch of Kentwood, Mich.,
Robert and Brenda Roon of Holland, and Shelley
and Ken Scholten of Holland; five grandsons; and a
sister, Merilyn

and JuliusEding of Hamilton, Mich.

The families of Marion Shiels of Southfield,
who died on Tuesday, Feb. 17, 1998, and
Cordula Verhoek of Worthington, Ohio, who
died on Monday, Feb. 9, 1998.
Survivors include their children, Helen
Verhoek '68 Yarbrough,Louise Verhoek '68 Shiels
and RichardD. Shiels '68.
Mich.,

Make an impact.
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Profile

By Greg Olgers ’87

A decade

of

change

In 1891, Hope College had
slightly more than 100 volumes
per student in its library.
In 1998, Hope College has slightly more than 100
volumes per student in its library.
Some of those volumes are even the same.
But it's there that the similarity ends, and not only
because Hope has grown from 50-plus studentswith a
6,000-volume library to 2,911 students drawing upon
300,000 tomes.
As the "informationage" has been shrinking the globe,
as the Internet and World Wide Web have put all the best
(and worst) the world has to offer just a few keystrokes
away from anyone with a computer and a modem, college
and university libraries have been challengedto redefine
their role. No longer "only" repositories of knowledge,
they are becoming centers for reaching out for it.
they're still trying to figure out how best to do it.
The decisions aren't easy, according to David Jensen,
director of libraries at Hope, because the technologyitself
is ever-evolving. And so, as the library prepares to
celebrate the 10th anniversary of its April, 1988,
dedication, it is also keeping its eyes turned deliberately
toward the future.
"We made a lot of changes when we moved into the
building, but the pace of change— as everybody is
aware — seems to be much more rapid than it has been in
the past," he said. "This
I

would say

is

things have

my 14th year at the college, and
changed more in the last four

years than they had in the first 10."
He doesn't make the statementlightly. Those first 10

years included events ranging from the library's 1988
opening, to the advent of the on-line catalog about a year
later, to receipt of a $600,000 challenge grant from the
that continues to dramatically enhance the
humanitiescollection.
Evidence of where things are heading greets visitorsto
the library as soon as they breach the final set of double
doors into the building. To the right, just south of the
reference desk, is a bank of eight computers, reserved
exclusively for scanning CD-Rom-based and Web-based
journals and journal listings.
The listings would once have been found in
multi-volumeprinted sets of indices like Psychological
Abstracts. Ironically,some of those sets were kept where
the computers stand now, replaced in location as well as

NEH

function.

Nearby are the terminals used to browse the library's
collection (remnants of the old card catalog survive as
scrap paper for their users). Original equipment, they're
due to be replaced soon by computers compatible with a
new Web-based version of the on-line catalog that the
library is developing.
Even in its current form, however, the catalog can be
reached from any computer that can visit the college's
Web site. In fact, off-siteaccess has been available since
the system went on line nearly a decade ago.
The on-line system also provides access to the
international OCLC (On-Line Computer Library Center
Inc.) database, which has 22 million records, and the
opportunitylearn instantlyif an item not in Hope's library
is available someplace else.
One question the libraryconstantly faces, Jensen noted,
is when and how to jump into a new technology or
service. OCLC isn't new — it's been around since 1968,
and is likely here to stay. Sometimes, though, promising
starts can lead to dead ends.
For example, back when the catalog went on line in
1988, a vendor was sellingdisks with journal indices that
the college could have added to its own system. Although
Hope was very interested,the money wasn't available at

ED

Where reference volumes once stood, computers now hold sway— serving the same purpose, but with a much
greater reach. In the 10 years since the Van Wylen Library opened, developments in technology have
revolutionizedthe way Hope’s library serves patrons.

the time to buy the special disk drives needed to use them.
It

turned out to be one of the best purchases the college

never made.

"What happened was that eventuallythe automation
vendor said, 'Now we'll offer this on our network and put
it out over the Internet. And we'll load the material here
at the base — and any of you can subscribe,"'Jensen said.
"It turned out that it was less expensive for us to do it that
way than it would have been to buy the material and load
it

here."

In addition, the vendor does all the updating,
eliminating the need for the college to purchase and install

new

versions as time passes.
of the on-line listings,according to Jensen,

Many

include not only index information, but the
articles.It's a trend that he feels
"I think we're

and

that's

headed

is

full text of

likely to continue.

for journals in electronicformat,

how we're going

to

make

journals available in

the future," he said.
That's good news, he noted, consideringthat on-line
journals don't require the precious shelf space

by

demanded

counterparts."I once predicted that this
building would be full in about 2010, but if we continue to
go to electronic format with journals we may be able to
their printed

put that off for
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The bad news, according to Jensen, is that the on-line
versions aren't guaranteed to cost less.
"The price of paper journals has been increasing
between nine and 12 percent a year," he said. "And the
availabilityof these journals in electronicformat does not
necessarily mean that they're going to be less expensive."
"What I think we're looking to in the future is what
some people have called choosing whether you're going
to buy your journals by 'the well' or by 'the sip,"' Jensen
said. "In other words, whether you're going to buy the
whole journal, or whether you're going to buy the article
when you need it."
The library'salready chosen to go the "sip" route with
some lesser-used journals. Commercial services generally

offer the articlesby fax or Internet transmission, with a

turn-around time of only one to three days.
While the library wrestles with how to use the Internet
and Web in making scholarly materials available,it's also
boosting its role in training studentsin how to use and
evaluate on-line search options. "We do between 250 and
280 sessions per year," Jensen said.

"The challengefor our students is usually not to find
enough material, but to filter what they do find to get the
best material they can," he said. The skill is especially
critical,he said, when using popular sendees like "Yahoo”
that draw upon the entirety of the Web.
"Anybody who can put together a Web page and has
enough power in their computer to use it as a server can
get on the Web," Jensen said. "You don't have the kind of
review that takes place on books or journal articles that are
publishedby reputable publishers."
As full of promise and possibilities as the on-line world
is (and notwithstandingthe pitfalls), Jensen doesn't see
the electronic era eliminating the library's historical
emphasis on printed materials. The Van Wylen Library' s
collection is growing by about 9,000 volumes per year, a
rate that's remained steady even as the journal resources
have shifted.
"As long as books are published, we're going to
continue buying them," he said.
When consideringthe relationship between texts and
technology, Jensen enjoys a cartoon that shows a room full
of computers and a staff member explaining to a visitor,
"This is a library. If you want a book, you'll have to go to
a bookstore."
His interpretationis a bit different:instead of replacing

books, the new services and options are complementing
them.
The result is that the students of 1998 have a wealth of
materialavailable to them that their counterpartsof a
century before could only have imagined. While the
library building itself may still hold about 100 volumes
per student, it can also give them the world.
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